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Abstract

Registration of two 3D point clouds is a problem encountered in many domains in

3D computer vision. A correct correspondence between the overlapping portions of

the point clouds can be used to generate a transform that registers the two point

clouds. The search for correspondences can be done using techniques that attempt

to find similarity between local or global surface geometry. However, such methods

have their limitations. Global methods fail when there is significant surface occlusion,

while local ones degrade in performance in the face of noise and outliers. In cases

of significant occlusion, noise, and outliers, it is best to rely on a large number of

correspondences between very small subsets of points [3]. The higher the number

of correspondences, the more likely it is to find the correspondence that represents

the correct transformation to achieve registration. In this thesis, a generalization to

these subsets that allows us to control the degree of their ambiguity is introduced.

Our generalization provides a way to optimize the number of correspondences as to

achieve the maximum speed up without sacrificing robustness. We show that for

the problem of offline registration we can achieve a speed up factor of up to 4.4x

using our generalized version of the algorithm. We also use our generalization with

and improved version of 4PCS [52], and show that we can achieve further efficiency

improvements over the state of the art in raw point registration
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In addition to the generalization of the 4-Point Congruent sets method, we present

a novel RANSAC framework for 3D registration. Unlike the standard RANSAC ap-

proach, our approach requires sampling only 2 points and thus reducing the worst

time complexity of the algorithm. We present two flavours of this approach and evalu-

ate it by comparing it to 4PCS and Super 4PCS. We achieve a speed up improvement

of up to 57x over 4PCS and are on par with Super 4PCS in most cases.
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2

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 3D Registration

A subset of the 3D registration problem that will be dealt with in this thesis is the

problem of computing the rigid transformation that aligns two views of an object

or scene captured using a 3D sensor. An underlying assumption in registration is

that the views to be registered must have common regions of overlap. The goal of

3D registration is then to find the rigid transformation that aligns these common

regions so that they are described in a common coordinate reference frame. 3D data

is gathered using a depth sensor that scans an object and generates a collection of 3D

points. Each point represents a sample of the surface of the scanned object . Such a

point is composed of (x, y, z) components that represent the 3D position of the point

relative to the reference frame of the sensor. Another method of expressing 3D data

uses the 2D range data format where each pixel in the 2D image has an additional

depth component. The depth component is the distance from the image plane of the

part of the object that is projected onto the pixel. Depth sensors use one of several

techniques for gathering 3D data including: Time of Flight [41], Structured Light, or
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Stereo Triangulation. With recent advances in affordable 3D sensing technology, there

is more interest in the community [66] in using 3D data to solve various problems such

as registration instead of relying solely on 2D data, which traditionally has been more

readily available and to which the community has therefore devoted more attention.

The rigid transformation between two 3D scans in 3D space has 6 degrees of

freedom (6DOF): Three angular components (pitch, roll, yaw) and 3 translational

components (x, y, z). One important application is multi-view registration where the

goal is to register consecutive scans of an object to generate a complete 360◦ model.

In robotic navigation, registering consecutive 3D scans of the environment is an im-

portant component in solving the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping problem

(SLAM), which requires building an accurate map of the environment while consecu-

tively localizing the robot within this map. Another application is 3D object recogni-

tion, in which 3D models in a database must be detected, identified and localized in

a scene. The localization of an object refers to computing its 6DOF pose relative to

the scene(world) coordinate frame. 3D object recognition is increasingly important

in applications that require a robot to manipulate objects in its environment.

1.2 Current Paradigms

The 3D registration problem can be solved using different techniques depending on

whether one is dealing with the task of local alignment or global alignment. Local

alignment refers to registering two data sets when a reasonable rough estimate of

the aligning transformation is available; the goal is to refine this transformation. For

such problems, the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [9], or one of its variants

is applied [71, 14, 35, 22]. ICP approaches fail when attempting to register data sets
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in arbitrary poses where no initial estimate of the relative pose exists, also known as

global alignment. The reason that ICP fails is because it is an algoritm that work

by refining a transform to the closest local minimum and does not take into account

other possible minima. Global registration is considered successful when the resulting

transform can be further refined using ICP to acheive the global minimum. The pre-

dominant approach to solve the global alignment problem is to search for a subset of

points that reside in the region of overlap of the two data sets. By computing the rigid

transformation between this common subset of points one can provide a rough align-

ment of the objects, which could be further refined using a variant of ICP. Searching

for these common subsets involves establishing a set of potential correspondences.

These potential correspondences represent points that have some probability of being

common to both views. The set of potential correspondences could then be post-

processed using techniques such as Randomized Sample and Consensus (RANSAC)

[31] and Hough transform [7] to select a subset of correspondences that results in the

transformation with the best alignment.

The set of potential correspondences could be established using raw points or

higher level entities called descriptors, which can be local [60, 42, 54, 38, 78, 62] or

global [72, 18, 4, 48, 15]. Local descriptors encode the geometry of a surface in a

local neighbourhood whereas global descriptors encode the geometry of the entire

object with a single descriptor. Global descriptors are used in cases when there is a

large region of overlap between the two views. Potential applications include tracking

a single object in a scene [72]. However, they are ineffective when the overlap is

small. Local shape descriptors on the other hand, are more effective in such situations

because they only require local regions of overlap, although they do experience a
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drop in performance due to surface ambiguity or high levels of noise and outlier

effects. In such adverse conditions, it is best to rely on a large number of raw point

correspondences. Using a large number of raw point correspondences increases the

chance of finding the correct transform.

1.3 New raw point registration techniques: Generalized 4-Point Congru-

ent Sets and 2-Point RANSAC

The focus of this work is on techniques that uses raw points to establish potential

correspondences. The first technique, Generalized 4-Point Congruent Sets builds

upon the 4-Point Congruent Sets (4PCS) algorithm developed by Aiger et al. [3].

The 4PCS algorithm works by establishing correspondences between planar 4-point

sets composed of two point pairs whose line segments intersect at a common point.

In order to find 4-point subsets in one data set that are affine-congruent to a 4-point

subset from another data set, ratios that describe where on each segment the point

of intersection lies are computed. Two point sets are affine-congruent if and only if

one can be transformed into another by an affine transformation. Using these ratios

and the length of the segments, affine-congruent 4-point sets can be searched for

and correspondences established as described in Chapter 3. The 4PCS algorithm

extended the work of Huttenlocher [40] who used these 4-point sets for model-based

object recognition in 2D images. In 2D, the 4-point bases must be planar because they

must intersect at a common point but in 3D there is no such restriction unless the

object being scanned is a plane. The original 4PCS algorithm did not take advantage

of this fact and used planar 4-point bases in their registration algorithm. In our work

we generalize the 4PCS algorithm by allowing the two segments to overlap each other
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(skew lines) instead of necessarily intersecting at a common point. Furthermore,

we show that increasing the distance between the skew pairs reduces the number

of potential correspondences. By doing so we effectively reduce the search space

leading to a speed up in the algorithm. However, we reduce the search space whilst

still maintaining a rich enough correspondence set to maintain the same robustness.

The generalization of the 4-point sets provides a method to adjust the size of the

correspondence set in accordance to the overlap in the data sets and the integrity

of the data. On one end of the spectrum, data with high overlap and low levels of

noise and outliers requires a small correspondence set, while data with low overlap

and high levels of noise and outliers would require a large correspondence set.

The second technique proposed in this work is a 2-point RANSAC for 3D registra-

tion. In 3D, it is required that correspondence between at least 3 points be established

in order to compute a rigid transformation. Therefore, a vanilla raw points RANSAC

algorithm for 3D registration would sample 3 points from one data set and finds all

congruent triangles from the second data set to establish potential correspondences.

Two point sets are congruent if and only if one can be transformed into the other by

an isometry, a combination of rigid motions (translation, rotation, reflection). This

step takes O(n3) time where n is the number of points in the second data set. In

our proposed approach, we sample only two points and generate a third point that

is dependent on the first two. This reduces the congruent set extraction phase from

O(n3) to O(n2). We note that the O(n2) complexity is further reduced by an efficient

pair extraction procedure proposed by Mellado et al. [52]. When compared to 4PCS

for rigid registration, our 2-point RANSAC algorithm provides an order of magnitude

improvement in runtime due to several factors: The first being that 4PCS considers
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a set of correspondences that is valid under affine transformations, however, many

of those correspondences are invalid under rigid transformations. Therefore, 4PCS

does a lot of extra work verifying correspondences that can be pruned out at an

earlier stage of the algorithm, namely the congruent set extraction stage. Our algo-

rithm only considers those that are valid under rigid transformations. The second

factor is that unlike 4PCS, our 2-point RANSAC algorithm does not require the re-

construction of nearest-neighbour data structures at every RANSAC iteration, which

provides another improvement to runtime. Finally, due to not having to rebuild the

nearest-neighbour data structure, we replace the k-d tree used in 4PCS with a dis-

tance transform, which has a more expensive build time but a faster query time. In

case of our algorithm, which requires building the data structures only once, we gain

a further improvement in runtime.

1.4 Summary of Contributions

The work presents novel point-based registration techniques. It makes the following

contributions:

1. Generalized 4-Point Congruent Sets. We present a RANSAC algorithm

with the same framework as 4PCS but exploiting non-planar congruent bases

instead of planar ones. We show through various experiments that the number

of non-planar bases is significantly less than the number of planar ones, leading

to a significant improvement in registration efficiency. Furthermore, we also

show that there is an inversely exponential relationship between the number of

bases and the degree of separation between the two pairs in a 4-point base. The

degree of separation refers to the distance between the two skew lines formed by
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the 2 pairs of points. This property provides a method to control the robustness

versus the efficiency of a registration or recognition algorithm. To showcase the

importance of this property, we compare Generalized 4PCS to 4PCS for the

problem of offline registration. We show that using generalized 4-point sets

enables us to achieve improvements in runtime of up to 83%. We also show

that the generalized 4-point sets are just as robust to noise and outliers as their

non-generalized counterparts.

2. 2-Point RANSAC for 3D Registration. We describe two different methods

for computing a 3D coordinate reference frame using only 2 points. We then

go on to describe a specific implementation of the the 2-point RANSAC frame-

work that uses the same 4-point bases used by 4PCS. Next, we compare two

implementations of our algorithm using two different nearest-neighbour data

structures, namely a k-d tree and a distance transform. We show that the dis-

tance transform implementation is 3 times faster on average. In addition, we

compare different methods of building a distance transform and show that for

our specific application, the method that we propose is more efficient than some

previously proposed methods. Finally, we compare our 2-point RANSAC algo-

rithm with 4PCS and Super 4PCS and show a clear improvement over 4PCS

and similar performance to Super 4PCS in most cases.

3. Super Generalized 4-Point Congruent Sets. We combine our generalized

4-point congruent sets with an improved 4PCS algorithm, namely Super 4PCS

[52]. The Super 4PCS algorithm provides algorithmic improvements over 4PCS

that make it more efficient. We show that the generalized bases could provide
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further runtime improvement to the ones presented in Super 4PCS without ad-

versely affecting registration performance. We compare the generalized Super

4PCS to the standard Super 4PCS algorithm in the context of online registra-

tion.

1.5 Thesis Organization

The remainder of the document is as organized as follows: In chapter 2 we present a

literature review of various registration techniques. First we focus on approaches that

use various variants of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm to solve the local

alignment problem. Next we shift our focus on solving the global alignment problem

as an instance of the correspondence problem. We first review various variants of

the Randomized Sample and Consensus (RANSAC) technique for processing a list of

correspondences. Next we review different paradigms for establishing correspondences

between regions of overlap. The first paradigm uses similarity between Local Shape

Descriptors (LSDs). The second relies on simple quantities such as distances and

ratios that are computed using a small subset of points without computing higher

level descriptors. In chapter 3 we introduce the generalized 4-point congruent sets.

We then provide theoretical intuition behind the reduction of the number of bases

when the distance of separation is increased. We validate this theoretical intuition

with an empirical study of the relationship between generalized 4-point bases and

distance of separation. Finally, we compare generalized 4PCS to 4PCS in the context

of offline registration.

In chapter 4 We introduce our 2-point RANSAC framework and then describe a

specific implementation of that framework. Next, we compare two implementations of
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our algorithm using two different nearest-neighbour data structures. Then, we com-

pare the runtime of two different methods of building a distance transform. Finally,

we compare our 2-point RANSAC algorithm with 4PCS and Super 4PCS. In chapter 5

we first summarize the Super 4PCS [52] technique. Next, we describe a congruent set

extraction method for generalized bases. This is followed by analysis similar to the

one done in chapter 3 that looks at the relationship between the distance between

the two pairs and the number of generalized 4-point bases that exist on 2.5D views

of various models. A 2.5D view is a a 3D point cloud that captures a single view

perspective(viewpoint) of an object. Finally we compare Super Generalized 4PCS to

Super 4PCS using various performance measures. In the final chapter, we outline our

conclusions and future work.



11

Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 The Iterative Closest Point (ICP) Algorithm

The simplest 3D registration problem is local alignment, which assumes that two 3D

point clouds are already roughly aligned and the goal is to refine this alignment. In

this process, one point cloud, the data, D = {d1, . . . , d|D|} is being rigidly transformed

to align it with the second point cloud, the model, M = {m1, . . . ,m|M |}. This task

is accomplished by applying a variant of the ICP algorithm. The standard ICP

algorithm [9] has two steps, labelled C and T:

• C: Compute a correspondence set C between two scans

• T: Compute a transformation, T , which minimizes the sum of squared residuals

of the correspondences:

∑
(di,mj)∈C

ε2(|T ∗ di −mj|) (2.1)
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where the squared residual is the l2-norm:

ε2(|x|) = ||x||2

This is a linear least squares problem. Iteratively repeating these two steps results

in convergence to a particular transformation. The process terminates when the

correspondences in step C do not change. In practice, the algorithm is generally

terminated when the reduction in the least squares error is negligible.

2.1.1 Point Selection and Matching

There are various ways to decide which points are used in the ICP algorithm. Vari-

ants include, using all points, random sampling, and sampling in the normal space.

The normal space sampling strategy ensures that points are sampled such that the

distribution of normals among the selected points is as large as possible. There are

also various techniques to perform closest-point computations to establish the corre-

spondences in the C step. The goal is to find the closest model point for each data

point. Strategies include using a spatial partitioning data structure such as a k-d

tree, point-caching where the search is restricted to the subset of points which were

closest in the previous iteration, or a combination of both. When one is dealing with

an organized point cloud such as a range images a faster strategy can be used. A

range image is one where each pixel, (i, j) stores the depth of the scene point sampled

using a ray originating from that pixel. Given a pixel and depth associated with

it, and the camera’s calibration parameters, the (x, y, z) coordinates of the 3D point

relative to the camera’s frame can be computed. The process can be reversed so that

given a 3D point, (x, y, z), the calibration parameters can be used to retrieve the
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pixel (i, j) from which the depth measurement was made. This process of reverse

calibration can be used to perform nearest neighbour queries. Given a data point,

reverse calibration is used to compute the pixel that the point maps to in the model’s

camera frame. The model point measured using this pixel is chosen as the closest

point [11]. Using this strategy, O(n) time is required to compute all closest points as

opposed to O(n log n) time when using a k-d tree. In fact this O(n) strategy can be

applied to an unorganized point clouds using the Chamfer distance transform [12].

Closest pairs are computed by enclosing the model point cloud in a 3D grid; then, for

each grid point, computing the distance to its closest point. We note that grid based

methods approximate the nearest neighbour but their approximation is accurate for

certain applications. A discussion and evaluation of these strategies is found in [64]

and [20].

2.1.2 Outlier Rejection

A weakness of standard ICP is its difficulty in handling a significant number of out-

liers in the correspondences computed in step C; such outliers highly skew the least

squares minimization in step T. When a 3D surface is captured from two different

vantage points (not too far apart), there will be a fraction of points that overlap in the

two views. Given a good initial alignment, the points that lie on the overlapping parts

will form the inlier correspondences. On the other hand, the points that lie on the

non-overlapping parts will result in wrong correspondences (i.e outliers). Therefore,

standard ICP’s weakness to outliers make it ineffective in situations where the surfaces

being registered do not significantly overlap. In order to make ICP robust to outliers,

the standard deviation of the residuals is calculated at every step; correspondences
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whose residuals are higher than a specific threshold, commonly 2.5 times the standard

deviation, are rejected [81]. Another method to introduce robustness involves solving

the Least Median of Squares (LMedS) problem instead of the standard least squares

in the T step [77]. This requires computing the median of the squared residuals for

all transformations that result from different correspondences. Since LMedS requires

exhaustively searching the entire solution space, which is computationally impracti-

cal, a randomized sampling of the solution space is used. If the ratio of outliers is

known, the number of random samples that are required to achieve the lowest me-

dian with some confidence level can be mathematically calculated. The robustness

introduced with the LMedS measure comes with increased runtime. Trimmed ICP

[22] is another variant of ICP that introduces robustness by using the Least Trimmed

Squares measure instead of the Least Squares measure. Given that the overlap ratio,

ξ, between the model and the data is known, then only ξ|D| of the points in the

data will have corresponding model points. Therefore, the list of residuals is sorted in

increasing order and only the first ξ|D| of the residuals are used to compute the sum

of squares. This is done in every iteration of ICP. In this way outlier correspondences

are less likely to contribute to the sum of squares computation. The authors show

that trimmed ICP improves both the accuracy and efficiency of ICP.

Another way to introduce robustness is to replace the linear residuals in the cal-

culation of the T step with non-linear residuals because they are more robust to

outliers. An example of a robust residual is the Lorentzian residual given by the

following equation:

ε(r) = log(1 +
r2

σ
)

Where r is the Euclidean distance between a data point and its corresponding model
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point. However, this changes the problem to a non-linear least squares problem which

has no closed form solution. In [32] LM-ICP was introduced, which is a robust form of

ICP that uses the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm to solve the non-linear least

squares problem. LM is an iterative approach which can solve non-linear least squares

problems very efficiently when the parameters of the algorithm are cleverly selected.

Due to fast convergence properties of the LM algorithm and the robust residuals

introduced, the technique is both more robust and more efficient than standard ICP.

2.1.3 Error Metrics and Minimization

Computation of the transformation that minimizes the linear least squares error in

step T has a closed-form solution [39] when using standard ICP. Standard ICP uses

point-to-point correspondences. Other variants include point-to-plane [21] and plane-

to-plane distances [71]. These formulations do not have a closed form solution. Thus,

they are solved by non-linear optimization methods such as Levenberg-Marquardt or

by simply linearizing the problem [64]. These modified distance formulations generally

increase the ICP runtime but increase its accuracy and its likelihood to converge [20].

2.1.4 Probabilistic ICP

Probabilistic versions of the ICP algorithm have also been proposed in order to in-

crease its robustness. In [10] each transformed data point, xi, which corresponds to

a model point, mi, is assumed to be generated by a normally distributed random

process with mean mi and variance σi. Therefore:

p(xi) = exp

(
−|xi −mi|

2σ2
i

)
(2.2)
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Now the problem of finding the best transformation can be formulated as the Max-

imum Likelihood problem. The transformation is optimal if the transformed points

xi maximize the following likelihood function:

Ψ =
∑
i

exp

(
−|xi −mi|

2σ2
i

)
(2.3)

The variance in the equations above turns into a 3x3 covariance matrix for three

dimensional points. The structure of the covariance matrix can be chosen to model

point-to-point or point-to-plane correspondences. An outlier term is introduced in

the probability distribution of each model point in order to introduce robustness to

outliers. The maximum likelihood estimate is computed using Newton’s method. In

[71], the authors extend this idea as follows: Instead of assuming that data points are

generated from normal distributions centred around the corresponding model points,

they assume that both data and model points are drawn from two independent Normal

distributions. Using this formulation, the authors model the plane-to-plane distance

when solving the ICP problem, which they show to be more robust than previous

formulations. The GMM-ICP technique also models the two point clouds as a mixture

of gaussian distributions but uses the L2 distance between two distributions instead

of the maximum likelihood estimate. The L2 estimation is shown to be more robust

to outliers than maximum likelihood estimation and has a closed form solution which

makes it more efficient to compute. In [35], the authors model the ICP problem as an

Expectation Minimization problem, and use a course-to-fine ICP approach to reduce

the number of local minima that the algorithm could get stuck in; in turn, increasing

the robustness of the algorithm.
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2.1.5 Global ICP

Recent techniques [80], [16], have proposed a variant of the ICP algorithm that solves

the global alignment problem where the data point cloud can be in any arbitrary

alignment relative to the model point cloud. The main idea in both is to use a branch

and bound (bnb) approach to quickly explore the entire space of 3D transformations.

The problem is solved using two nested bnb loops; the first explores the 3D rota-

tion space, and the second finds the best 3D translation for each candidate rotation.

For the rotation space, the angle-axis representation is used. The angle-axis repre-

sentation is a 3D vector that represents a rotation as the vector about which the

rotation is performed, and the magnitude of the rotation around the vector. Using

this representation, the entire space of 3D rotations can be compactly represented

as a solid radius-π ball (a filled sphere). This ball is approximated by the minimum

cube, [−π, π]3, which encloses the ball. An octree is used to explore the cube by

repeatedly dividing the cube into smaller cubes. The bounds formulated are used to

decide whether a cube needs to be further subdivided; the same is done for the 3D

translation space. Due to the bnb nature of the algorithm, not all cubes will be fully

subdivided; therefore, the exploration of the entire transformation space becomes

tractable. In [80], the authors report a runtime of 30 seconds for globally aligning

two frames of the Stanford bunny with no outliers; the data frame had 1000 points

while the model frame had 40000 points. The work of [16] improves on the bounds

formulated in [80] for the rotation space. Leading to more aggressive pruning in the

bnb and thus a faster algorithm. Furthermore a new data structure inspired by stere-

ographic projection is used to speed up nearest-neighbour queries. While not directly

comparable to the previous approach, the authors report a runtime of 22 seconds for
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the Stanford bunny. The average number of points of the data and model was 378.74

in the presence of outliers. In this case, only the aligning rotation was computed,

while the translation was already precomputed.

2.2 The Correspondence Problem and RANSAC

As ICP is generally ineffective in solving the global registration problem, a global

registration algorithm is generally used in practice to provide a pre-alignment as the

initial guess to the ICP algorithm. In this section we choose to focus on the approaches

that solve the 3D registration problem by finding correspondences between points that

lie in the overlapping parts of the surface. However, for completeness sake we would

like to mention that there are techniques such as the one proposed by Lucchese et

al . [49] that solve the global registration problem in the frequency domain. T he

correspondence problem is a problem that appears in several domains of computer

vision. The term is more commonly used in the realm of 2D computer vision, and

describes the problem of finding points in one image that correspond to points in a

second image. One application is computing the fundamental matrix that captures the

camera’s intrinsic parameters. In solving the global 3D registration problem, one seeks

to find point correspondences between two 3D surfaces. A minimum of three point

correspondences are necessary to estimate the rigid transformation between two 3D

point clouds. This will be referred to as the minimal subset. If more correspondences

are available, then the accuracy of the estimate is generally improved. However,

efficiently finding point correspondences is a challenging problem. A wide array of

techniques use the strategy of establishing a set of tentative correspondences, followed

by a process to filter out false positives. In this section, techniques for finding the
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best set of correspondences given a tentative set of correspondences. Strategies for

establishing a tentative set of correspondences will be discussed in the upcoming

sections.

Once tentative correspondences are established, a fraction of these correspon-

dences turn out to be incorrect due to noise and surface ambiguity. The term inliers

is used for correspondences that agree with the rigid transformation that registers two

3D point clouds. All other correspondences are false and are called outliers. Given a

large set of correspondences, exhaustively testing out all possible minimal subsets is

expensive. RANdomized Sample And Consensus (RANSAC) [31] is one of the most

successful and widely used frameworks for efficiently and robustly finding a minimal

subset of correspondences that produces a good estimate of the aligning transforma-

tion. The algorithm is used in several domains where the correspondence problem

appears, and is not restricted to 3D registration.

RANSAC follows a hypothesize-and-verify framework alternating between hypoth-

esis generation and hypothesis verification. During hypothesis generation, a minimal

subset of correspondences is uniformly sampled. The support for the solution com-

puted using the minimal subset is calculated during hypothesis verification. The

support is based on the number of correspondences that agree with the hypothesized

solution. This is repeated until a termination criterion is reached. The standard

termination criterion is the number of samples required by RANSAC to select an

outlier-free minimum subset of size m, with some level of confidence, η0. Given the

true inlier ratio, ε, the probability of selecting k samples of size m such that every

sample contains at least one outlier is (1− εm)k. Therefore, the minimum number of
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samples that must be drawn to ensure that at least one sample is outlier-free is:

k =
log(1− η0)
log(1− εm)

(2.4)

The true inlier ratio might not be known before hand. In such cases, the inlier ratio

is dynamically set to the inlier ratio of the best hypothesis evaluated so far. In cases

where the inlier ratio is low, RANSAC has to test a large number of samples and thus

becomes expensive. Various strategies have been proposed to speed up RANSAC.

Speed up can be obtained by improving the efficiency of the hypothesis verification

phase, or by incorporating non-uniform sampling in the hypothesis generation phase.

2.2.1 Improving Hypothesis Verification

The main idea in all techniques that improve hypothesis verification is to avoid the

full verification of a bad hypothesis. Given N tentative point correspondences, an

early bailout strategy is devised [50], in which d randomly selected points are used to

pre-evaluate a hypothesis, d � N . Only if d points our of the d randomly selected

points support the hypothesis, the remaining N − d points are checked against it.

This is called the Td,d test, and a setting of d = 1 is recommended as the optimal

value. Another bail out strategy [19] considers a hypothesis that has been partially

evaluated against n points. Knowing the number of inliers in the partially evaluated

hypothesis, κn, the goal is to determine whether the total number of inliers for this

hypothesis is better than the number of inliers in the best hypothesis so far, κbest.

This probability is heuristically determined and a bail out decision is made. An

alternative bail out strategy proposed in [26] is based on Wald’s theory of sequential

decision making. This strategy is provably optimal when the inlier ratio is known a
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priori. The last couple of techniques are comparable, both producing speed-ups of

up to 2 to 7 times over standard RANSAC.

2.2.2 Improving Hypothesis Generation

Uniform sampling is not always the most effective way to sample minimum subsets.

In this section, various sampling strategies that increase the chance of finding good

hypotheses are discussed. The Lo-RANSAC technique [27] makes the observation

that an outlier-free minimal subset will result in a good hypothesis. However, due

to the inherent noise in the data, the hypothesis will not achieve the true inlier ratio

of the data. In order to improve a good hypothesis, an internal RANSAC is applied

using its inliers. This internal RANSAC runs with a constant number of iterations

and is not restricted to using minimal subsets. It is found that Lo-RANSAC improves

the inlier ratio faster than standard RANSAC; thus, lowering the number of samples

required to meet the termination criterion.

In several applications, the set of correspondences are associated with a quality

measure that favours certain correspondences over others. Given such a measure, it

would be disadvantageous to simply sample the correspondences uniformly. PRO-

gressive Sample Consensus (PROSAC) [25] is a technique that takes the quality of

correspondences into account when sampling. Given a set of correspondences sorted

by their quality, progressively larger subset of correspondences are used for sampling.

The subset starts off with the highest quality correspondences, and progressively in-

cludes correspondences with decreasing quality. PROSAC is designed to draw the

same samples as RANSAC but in a different order. Speedups of two orders of mag-

nitude are reported.
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NAPSAC [2] makes the observation that if a point sampled is an inlier, then the

conditional probability that a second sampled point is also an inlier, decreases as

the distance to the first point increases. Therefore, they propose Nearest Adjacent

Point Sample And Consensus (NAPSAC), which samples minimal subsets within

local neighbourhoods. In experiments, the authors show that using the NAPSAC

sampling strategy, the number of hypotheses that need to be sampled is reduced by

an order of magnitude compared to standard RANSAC. In similar spirit, GroupSAC

[58] focuses sampling on groups of correspondences. It assumes that correspondences

are grouped using a techniques such as image segmentation or particle filter clustering.

The authors make the observation that larger groups tend to have a higher inlier ratio

than smaller groups. Therefore, a progressive sampling procedure, like in PROSAC,

is used to sample correspondences from the largest group down to the smallest one.

Another technique exploiting the idea of neighbouring correspondences is Spatially

Consistent RAndoM Sample And Consensus (SCRAMSAC) [70]. It reduces the set of

tentative correspondences prior to sampling by applying a spatial consistency check.

For each correspondence, the number of correspondences in its local neighbourhood

is counted; only when it is above a threshold is the correspondence considered valid.

This process eliminates many wrong point correspondences due to ambiguity of the

underlying image or surface.

2.2.3 Real Time RANSAC

The techniques discussed so far are generally not applicable in real-time situations

due to the large number of hypotheses that must be evaluated in order to achieve a

desired confidence score. In some situations, the goal is to achieve the best solution
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possible given a time limit. The solutions discussed above are considered depth-first

strategies because they evaluate hypotheses sequentially. In Preemptive RANSAC

[59], a breadth-first strategy is proposed to select the best hypothesis within a given

time limit. In this strategy, all hypotheses are first evaluated in parallel on a subset of

the data. Next, the hypotheses are sorted according to the number of inliers, and only

the top fraction of hypotheses move on to the next stage of evaluation. The process is

repeated until a single hypothesis remains or all data points have been used. Finally,

the Adaptive Realtime RANSAC (ARRSAC) algorithm [63] combines Preemptive

RANSAC with PROSAC, an early bail out strategy, and Lo-RANSAC to achieve

even better efficiency. Unlike Preemptive RANSAC, it uses a a partial depth-first

strategy to estimate the inlier ratio; thus allowing the algorithm to adaptively change

the number of hypotheses to be sampled. In doing so, it combines the advantages of

the depth-first techniques with the breadth-first preemption.

2.3 Local Shape Descriptors

As previously discussed, the global registration problem is solved by finding a suffi-

cient number of correspondences. In the previous section, variants of the RANSAC

algorithm were discussed as one approach for selecting the best correspondences out of

a set of tentative correspondences. In this section, a class of techniques for establish-

ing these tentative correspondences is discussed. Establishing correspondences maybe

difficult depending on the context. In multi-view registration, consecutive views only

share a subset of their points due to self-occlusion. Furthermore, data captured using

3D sensors could be inherently noisy; therefore, even the overlapping parts of the

views will not coincide exactly. In addition, the two surfaces might be sampled with
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Figure 2.1: A typical 2.5D scene showing both clutter and occlusion captured using
a vivid LIDAR scanner. Image courtesy of Joseph and Greenspan [45]

different resolutions. In object recognition, other challenges are introduced, namely,

non-self occlusion and clutter. Clutter refers to the presence of multiple objects in

the scene leading to confusion in detecting the correct objects. Figure 2.1 shows a

typical 2.5D scene with clutter and occlusion for an object recognition problem.

The use of Local Shape Descriptors (LSDs) is a common approach to establish

correspondences for multi-view registration and 3D object recognition. An LSD en-

codes the geometry of the local neighbourhood of a point on a 3D point cloud. Given

a complete model of an object, one can build a set of LSDs for every point on the

object. Alternatively, one can compute LSDs only for specific distinctive points on

the model called keypoints. These keypoints can be extracted using one of several

keypoint detection techniques [76].

For multi-view registration, LSD based correspondences are established and a

technique such as RANSAC is used to select the subset of correspondences that gives

the best transformation. For object recognition, the algorithm has two phases: offline
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and online. In the offline phase, LSDs are computed for all objects (3D models) in the

database. During the online stage, a 3D scene of some or all of the objects is processed.

Similarly, LSDs are computed for the scene and a matching algorithm is used to match

the scene LSDs to the database LSDs. Depending on the type of LSD, up to 3 model-

to-scene LSD correspondences are required to generate a hypothesis. A hypothesis,

Hi = {Mi, Ti} represents the possibility of the existence of the model Mi, with Ti as

the rigid transformation that localizes it in the scene. The locality of LSDs makes

them an effective choice for 3D object recognition because correspondences can still

be found even when large parts of the surface are occluded and the scene is cluttered.

We will briefly highlight various aspects of LSD techniques. A comprehensive survey

[37] is available on the topic.

2.3.1 LSD Construction

Arguably the work that first introduced the idea of LSDs is Spin Images [42]. Given

a 3D point, p, and its normal, np, a spin image is computed as follows: For every

point in the local neighbourhood of p, two distances are measured: The distance to

the infinite line through the normal np, and the distance to the tangent plane at p.

These distances are binned into a 2D frequency histogram. Another way to view

spin images is that the local surface is projected onto a 2D plane using a cylindrical

parametrization. At least 3 spin image correspondences are required between the

data (called the scene in this context) and the model in order to compute a 3D rigid

transformation.

In order to allow for rigid transformation computation using only a single corre-

spondence, a rotation invariant local reference frame (LRF) must be associated with
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p. Techniques such as [54, 75, 38] present different ways of computing a local reference

frame for a local neighbourhood of points. The most common techniques for LRF

calculation use PCA analysis on the local neighbourhood around p.

A highly descriptive LSD is the Rotational Projection Statistics (RoPS) proposed

in [38]. The LSD is constructed by first constructing a LRF for p. The local surface

around p is then rotated at k discrete angles around each of the axis of the LRF.

At each rotation, the surface is projected onto the xy, yz, and xz planes. For each

projection, a 2D histogram that counts the number of points that fall onto discrete

pixels on the plane is built. Next, the central moment [29] and the Shanon entropy

[73] statistics are calculated for each histogram; these values are concatenated into

a sub feature. Concatenating the sub features that result from each axis rotation

forms the full RoPS LSD for the local surface. By rotating the local surface, the

authors seek to capture the local 3D surface from different view points. They found

that three rotations around each axis were sufficient. The reported impressive results

on well known 3D object recognition datasets. Other LSDs such as those proposed

in [75], [82] use the intersection of the local surface with a spherical grid to encode

local properties. Others [67], [65] encode the angular difference between normals of

point-pairs within a local neighbourhood.

The work of [61] introduced the idea of scale-dependent LSDs. Scale in 3D refers

to the size of the local neighbourhood. They use scale-space analysis [47] to detect

keypoints as well as automatically compute the size of the local neighbourhood around

a keypoint. This is a novel idea because other LSD techniques simply set the size of

the local neighbourhood manually. The scale of the LSD becomes another property

that can be used to quickly decide whether two LSDs correspond. The LSDs are
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used to solve the muli-view registration problem. In [8] this technique is extended

by building an interpretation tree [36] to solve the object recognition problem. An

interpretation tree stores a correspondence between two LSDs in its nodes. The nodes

of each level in the tree store the correspondences between a single model LSD and

all matching scene LSDs. The correspondence at consecutive levels have to agree

with each other in terms of the rigid transformation that aligns them. Therefore, the

deeper a path is in the tree, the more confidence one has in the hypothesis supported

by this path. The authors build the tree in a scale-hierarchical fashion, where the

scale of the LSDs decreases as you go deeper in the tree. This ensures that coarse

details, which tend to be more distinctive are matched first before matching finer

details. Since the interpretation tree grows exponentially, specific constraints and

pruning strategies are used to keep the tree from growing too large. The top 20

hypotheses according to depth and other measures are passed on to final verification.

Another new paradigm introduced in LSD literature is that of learning the prop-

erties of the descriptor [74]. Instead of using a single type of descriptor, an offline

training phase is used to learn which local properties are best suited to recognize a

model. In that way, a custom LSD is built for each model.

Although local shape descriptors are effective in dealing with partial overlap possi-

bly due to occlusion, their performance drops when dealing with high levels of outliers

and noise, low density surfaces, ambiguous local surfaces, and resolution changes be-

tween the model and the scene [46, 30]. Another type of descriptor that has recently

been applied to object recognition encodes the relationship between a pair of points

on the object [78, 30, 62, 24, 23]. This descriptor is referred to as the surflet-pair or

the point pair feature (PPF). Being a much simpler descriptor, which relies only on
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the positions and normals of a pair of points, its quicker to compute and produces a

larger set of correspondences. By relying on a large number of correspondences, the

PPF feature is more robust to bad data. However, it still relies on the computation

of normals which has two drawbacks: The normals are expensive to generate because

they require computing the principle components and the they can be unreliable due

to bad data.

2.3.2 LSD Matching and Hypothesis Verification

Fairly basic strategies are used to establish correspondences between model and scene

LSDs. For high dimensional LSDs, a k-d tree in LSD space is generally used to

efficiently find matching descriptors. Alternatively, when a low dimensional descriptor

such as the PPF is used, a hash table suffices.

Each correspondence or set of 3 correspondences (depending on the type of LSD)

generate a hypothesis. Each hypothesis, Hi = {Mi, Ti}, is verified by applying the

transformation, Ti, to the model, Mi, and computing a score that measures the how

well the model aligns with the scene. In the case of multi-view registration, the

hypothesis with the highest score is selected. However, in the context of object

recognition, more than one hypothesis needs to be selected as part of the solution.

Therefore the top hypotheses that align to different parts of the scene are picked.

RANSAC or a voting technique such as the general hough transform [7] are used

to select the best solution(s) in both problems. In the case of object recognition,

more involved hypothesis verification algorithms that consider the interplay between

different hypotheses have been proposed [5], [62].

We note that this section of the literature review was covered in more detail depth
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report [55].

2.4 RANSAC with Raw Points for 3D Registration

As previously highlighted, LSDs whether based on a local neighbourhood or point

pair features can be sensitive to several factors such as surface ambiguities, outliers,

noise, and low density surfaces. In case of these adverse conditions, instead of relying

on correspondences between higher level entities such as LSDs and normals, it is

best to rely purely on correspondences between the raw points themselves because

they produce a large set of potential correspondences. By establishing a large set

of potential correspondences, it is more likely to find a good correspondence in case

of bad data [3]. Using a RANSAC approach, a minimum subset of points must be

found in the model point cloud that corresponds to a minimum subset of points

in the data point cloud. This minimum subset will be referred to as a base. As

previously discussed, for the problem of 3D registration, the minimum number of

correspondences required to register two point clouds is three. Using a standard

RANSAC approach, in each iteration a 3-point base would be sampled randomly

from the model point cloud. Next, all possible 3-point bases from the data point

cloud are tested for congruency. If a base is congruent, a hypothesis is generated

and evaluated. Given a model point cloud, P , and a data point cloud, Q, with

cardinality, n, a naive 3-point RANSAC approach would have to test O(n3) bases

in each RANSAC iteration. In [53] a more intelligent 3-point sampling strategy is

used to find congruent bases. Their proposed algorithm can find congruent bases in

O(κn log n) time, where κ is a constant dependent on the angular distance between

the two clouds. The work of Aiger et al . [3] introduced the 4-Point Congruent Sets
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(4PCS) algorithm which reduces the complexity of searching for matching bases in Q

to O(n2 + k), where k is the number of potentially matching bases. Instead of using

a 3-point base, the authors used a base of 4 co-planar points; they exploited the fact

that certain invariants are preserved under under rigid transformations in order to

efficiently search for congruent bases. Super 4PCS [52] is a recent extension of 4PCS

that further improves the search complexity to O(n+k1+k2), where k1 is the number

of pairs of points at a given distance, and k2 is the number of congruent bases.

Although 4PCS has advanced the state of the art in registering two point clouds

using raw points, the complexity of the algorithm remains high. Lam and Greenspan

[46] proposed an object recognition algorithm in which both the database models and

the scenes were segmented. This step is followed by running 4PCS on the segments

in order to find a match between the scene and model segments. As noted by the

authors, the 4PCS registration was expensive even though it was optimized using

offline processing.
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Chapter 3

Generalized 4-Point Congruent Sets

In this chapter, we introduce a generalization of an effective registration algorithm,

4-Point Congruent Sets (4PCS). This algorithm is based on finding correspondences

between 4 points that lie on a plane. Our generalization removes the constraint that

the points have to be coplanar. We show that this generalization can be used to make

the algorithm both more efficient and more robust to noise.

3.1 4-Point Congruent Sets

The 4-point Congruent Sets (4PCS) algorithm, [3], is a global registration algorithm

for 3D point clouds. The goal of the 4PCS algorithm is to find the best aligning

transformation according to the LCP (Largest Common Point set) measure between

a data point cloud, Q, and a model point cloud, P . The LCP of a rigid transformation

is the cardinality of the largest subset of the transformed Q, with the property that

every point in the subset is within a distance, ε to P . The algorithm borrows its

main idea from the work of [40] who introduced a method to extract a set of 4-points

which are affine invariant in 2D. The algorithm follows the RANSAC framework and

is composed of three main stages:
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Base Selection: A set of 4 coplanar points is selected from P , X = {a,b, c,d}, not

all collinear, such that ab intersects cd at the intermediate point e. Given a 4-point

base constructed from two intersecting pairs, two ratios can be defined as follows:

r1 = ||a− e||/||a− b||

r2 = ||c− e||/||c− d||
(3.1)

Congruent Set Extraction: These ratios are preserved under affine transforma-

tions and therefore act as invariants to constrain the search for affine-congruent 4-

point bases in Q. Given a second point cloud Q of n points and the two invariants

r1, r2, 4 points that are defined by these two invariants can be efficiently extracted

from Q in O(n2 + k) time, where k is the number of sets to be reported. This is done

as follows: For each pair, q1,q2 ∈ Q, compute two intermediate points:

e1 = q1 + r1(q2 − q1)

e2 = q1 + r2(q2 − q1)

(3.2)

Any pair that has its e1 point coincident with another pair’s e2 point or vice versa

forms a 4-point base with the other pair; such a base is affine-congruent with X, and

thus could be an affine-transformed copy of X. The intermediate point coincidences

are efficiently detected using a neighbourhood search structure. The 4PCS algorithm

uses the range tree [6] which has a build time of O(n log n) and a query time of

O(log n). The idea is to index all r1 intermediate points using the range tree, and then

query the tree using the r2 intermediate points to find coincidences. The number of r1

intermediate points equals the number of pairs inQ, and therefore they numberO(n2).
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This would increase the build time of the tree to O(n2 log n). The authors use the

fact that they are dealing with rigid transformations instead of affine transformations.

They further use the fact that distances are also preserved under rigid transformations

to reduce the number of intermediate points to O(n). Given the base X sampled from

P , they compute the following distances:

d1 = ||a− b||

d2 = ||c− d||
(3.3)

Next, they only sample pairs from Q that have a pair width of d1 or d2. Since rigid

transformations preserve distances they can ignore all other pairs. The authors make

the claim that for points approximately evenly distributed on a surface, there are

O(n) such pairs. Therefore the build time of the tree is reduced to O(n log n). Thus,

affine-congruent set extraction runs in O(n2 + k) where O(n2) is the cost of finding

all pairs of distances, d1 and d2 by traversing all pairs and eliminating the ones that

are not of length d1 and d2; and k is the number of affine-congruent bases remaining

after filtering out the ones that don’t satisfy d1 and d2. The authors also claim that

k is of O(n) for points sampled approximately evenly on a scanned surface.

As a practical implementation detail, extracting affine-congruent bases is done

with some tolerance in the distance and ratio invariants, since it is unlikely to find

bases that exactly satisfy a set of invariants. In choosing their bases, the authors

select wide bases since they are more robust to registration error as shown in Figure

3.1. However, the ratio of overlap between P and Q limits the effective width at

which the pairs can be selected.

Congruent Set Verification: The last step of the 4PCS algorithm is to verify each
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Figure 3.1: Stability of wide bases. Alignment with a narrow-base (top) is less stable
than alignment with a wide base (bottom). The black and purple curves
were generated from the same initial curve but perturbed with noise.
For robustness the widest possible base is preferred, where the maximum
width is limited by the overlap between the two point clouds.

of the O(k) affine-congruent bases reported in the affine-congruent base extraction

phase of the algorithm. Each affine-congruent 4-point base results in a different

rigid transformation, each of which is applied to Q and the LCP measure calculated.

For each point in the transformed Q, the closest point in P is computed. If the

distance to the closest point is within ε, the number of points that agree with this

rigid transformation is incremented. This closest point computation is performed

in O(logm) time using a k-d tree, where m is the number of points in P . The

transformation which results in the highest LCP measure over the lifetime of the

algorithm is the transformation returned by the algorithm.

Since 4PCS is a RANSAC algorithm, the process of selecting a base from P and

finding congruent bases in Q is repeated enough times to ensure the algorithm has a

high chance of sampling a 4-point base that exists in both point clouds. This number

can be calculated a priori if the inlier ratio (overlap between the two point clouds) is

known ahead of time using equation 2.4. For example, given an overlap of 40%, the

number of RANSAC iterations required to ensure that we find the same 4-point base
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a x b

c

dy

Figure 3.2: The Generalized 4-Point Base. The two segments lie on two parallel
planes whose normal is the vector xy

.

in both point clouds with a 99% success rate given by:

log(1− 0.99)

log(1− (0.40)4)
≈ 178 (3.4)

3.2 The Generalized 4-Point Base

By extending Huttenlocher’s work [40], the 4PCS Algorithm uses the same type of

base, a planar base. However, Huttenlocher’s work deals with 2D images whereas

4PCS deals with 3D point clouds. Since 3D models are unlikely to be planar, a

planar base does not take full advantage of the geometry of 3D data. We introduce

a more general type of 4-point base that removes the planarity constraint. Abusing

the notation, we define the new base type as follows: a 4-point set, X = {a,b, c,d},

where the segment ab does not necessarily lie on the same plane as the segment

cd, and where the segments overlap in 3D without necessarily touching as shown in

Figure 3.2.

Such an overlap implies that there is point x on ab, and a point y on cd, such

that xy is the shortest distance between ab and cd. Furthermore, the line xy is

perpendicular to both line pairs. In addition, x , y redefine the ratios r1, r2 as
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follows:

r1 = ||a− x||/||a− b||

r2 = ||c− y||/||c− d||
(3.5)

They also introduce a new distance, d3, defined as:

d3 = ||x− y|| (3.6)

We refer to d3 as the intersection distance. The intersection distance controls the

degree of separation between the two line pairs. When d3 = 0, we have a regular

4PCS base. The 4PCS framework would then be modified when using generalized

4-point bases as follows: Given a generalized 4-point base sampled from P with

distances, d1, d2, d3, and ratios, r1, r2, the goal is to find bases in Q that satisfy the

aforementioned constraints. We refer to this new algorithm as the Generalized 4-Point

Congruent Sets (G4PCS) algorithm.

3.3 Evaluation: Counting the number of 4-Point Bases

The number of affine-congruent bases, k, can have a significant impact on the run-

time of the algorithm. Since verifying a single affine-congruent base takes O(logm),

O(k logm) time is required in total. In this section we analyse the number of affine-

congruent bases on various 3D surfaces in relation to the intersection distance, d3,

defined in equation 3.6. Our experiments in this section and the next will use some

of the models of the 3D models of the Queen’s Object Recognition Dataset shown in

Figure 3.3. The 3D data of these real life models were gathered using Next Engine
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Figure 3.3: Queen’s Object Recognition Dataset Models

3D laser scanner [1] which has a depth resolution of up to 100 microns.

3.3.1 Counting Planar Bases

Although the authors claim that the upper bound on the number of affine-congruent

4PCS bases retrieved is O(n) for surfaces sampled approximately uniformly, we show

that in practice, the number of 4PCS bases can be prohibitively large and this makes

the algorithm inefficient as noted by Lam and Greenspan [46]. To show this we

count the number of valid 4PCS bases on three of the models in the Queen’s Object

Recognition dataset. These models are complete 360◦ views of the scanned object. We

first down sample each model using a coarse voxel size of 3.5 cm. The down sampling

is accomplished by creating a new point within the voxel, which is the average point

of all points that lie in the voxel and removing the original points. Next, we count the

number of 4PCS bases for different pair widths, where the pair widths are expressed

as a ratio of the model diameter. For each setting d, we restrict the length of the

intersecting pairs that form the 4-point base to be approximately d. Therefore we

have d1 = d2 = d. Since we are dealing with non-exact surfaces, the two line pairs will
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not intersect but come very close to each other. Therefore, if the distance between the

two line pairs at the point of intersection is within a δ threshold, then the intersection

is accepted as valid. We set δ = 0.1 cm. We also ensure that the intersection point

does not coincide with one of the points of the 4-point base, {a,b, c,d}, by restricting

the range of r1, r2 to [0.2, 0.8]. Figure 3.4 shows the number of bases plotted against

the varying values of d.

It can be seen that although the number of 4PCS bases is theoretically O(n), in

practice, the number of bases can sometimes surpass n2 where n is the number of

points in the model. We also note that the number of bases is large for pair widths

that are likely to be used by the 4PCS algorithm. As noted previously, choosing bases

that are as wide as possible ensures a more accurate rigid transformation. However,

4PCS is designed for cases where the overlap is not very high. In fact, when the

overlap between the models is above 50%, techniques that use Principle Component

Analysis,[28], [44], become effective [68]. These techniques are much faster if they can

be applied. Figure 3.4 shows that the highest number of bases is concentrated around

the 30% to 50% mark, a range that is wide enough to ensure small registration error

while at the same time not being too wide such that a more efficient technique can

be used. Therefore reducing the number of bases for such overlap ranges is a key step

to improving the efficiency of the algorithm.

3.3.2 Counting Generalized Bases

In our second experiment, we compare the number of 4PCS bases to G4PCS bases

of different degrees of separation for the same 3 models. Setting d3, the intersection

distance, to zero we get a regular, planar 4PCS base. As we increase d3, we increase
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Figure 3.4: The number of 4PCS bases for all models is shown across varying pair
widths. The dotted line indicate the point where the number of bases
equals the square of the number of points in the model
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the degree of separation between the pairs. We do not restrict d1 and d2 to isolate

the effect of the degree of separation on the number of bases. The setting of the

other parameters is the same as the previous experiment. Figure 3.5 shows, on a

log-linear scale, the number of bases as we increase the intersection distance. The log-

linear relationship shows the inverse exponential relationship between the intersection

distance and the number of bases generated on three of the dataset models. We note

that the number of bases in figure 3.5 is an order of mangitude larger than that of

figure 3.4 because the pair width of the bases, d, is not constrained. For example the

value of the number of bases for d3 = 0 represents the areas under the curves in figure

3.5.

Figure 3.5: The number of bases vs. intersection distance on a log-linear scale for
all models. The plot shows an inverse exponential relationship between
number of bases and the intersection distance

In order to ensure that this decrease in the number of bases is not specific to these

three models or due to the way points are sampled by the 3D sensor, we count the
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number of bases on synthetically generated random point clouds. Two random point

clouds are generated. The first is by uniformly sampling points inside a ball of radius

one. The second is by uniformly sampling points on the surface of a sphere of radius

one. As can be seen on a log linear-scale in Figure 3.6, there is a steep decrease in the

number of bases as the intersection distance increases. Although the decrease does

not seem as steep as the result from the previous experiment, it is still close to being

exponential. We use the term pseudo-inversely exponential to describe this result.

Furthermore, we conduct another experiment on the same two synthetic point clouds

but in this instance, we do not restrict the range of the ratios, r1, r2. This means that

the intersection between the two segments can occur anywhere on the infinite lines

passing through the pair of segments. This experiment was conducted to rule out any

possible interplay between the two ratios and the intersection distance that might be

causing the pseudo-inverse exponential decrease in the number of bases. However as

shown in Figure 3.7, the pseudo-inverse exponential decrease in the number of bases

is still apparent even when the two ratios are unconstrained.

These results show that increasing the intersection distance is a very effective

method for reducing the number of bases which will be shown to increase to increase

the efficiency of the algorithm.

3.4 The Relationship Between Intersection Distance and Number of Bases

In the previous section, we empirically showed that there is an inverse relationship

between the magnitude of the intersection distance and the number of generalized

4-point bases on a model. This inverse relationship was shown to be exponential in
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Figure 3.6: Number of bases vs. intersection distance on a log-linear scale on the
random ball and random sphere synthetic point clouds. The plot shows
a pseudo-inversely exponential relationship between the number of bases
and the intersection distance.

most cases. This is highly advantageous because this implies the number of affine-

congruent sets can be significantly reduced by constructing bases with large intersec-

tion distances. Reduction in the number of affine-congruent bases leads to a lower

number of transformations to be checked, thereby improving the runtime of the ver-

ification stage. Due to less time spent in the verification stage, the total runtime of

the algorithm is expected to be less. In addition to the experimental results of the

previous section, we also provide an intuition as to why the number of generalized

4-point bases on a 3D model is reduced as the intersection distance increases.

Every generalized 4-point base lies on a pair of parallel planes that are separated

by a distance d3, and whose normal is the vector xy as shown in Figure 3.2. Therefore,
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Figure 3.7: Number of bases vs. intersection distance on a log-linear scale on the ran-
dom ball and random sphere when r1 and r2 are unconstrained. The plot
shows a pseudo-inversely exponential relationship between the number of
bases and the intersection distance.

the number of generalized 4-point bases on a 3D model (surface), is proportional to

the total number of times where a pair of parallel planes separated by a distance

d3 intersects the model by cutting it, or by being tangent to it. Alternatively, the

number of planar 4-point bases is proportional to the number of single planes that

intersect the 3D model. We argue that the former decreases compared to the latter

as d3 increases. We also note that at the implementation level, points fall on a plane

with some tolerance. However we ignore this tolerance in our subsequent analysis.

We use the term cutting plane to refer to a plane that intersects a model, and the

term cutting direction for the normal of the cutting plane. Given a 3D model, M,

and a cutting direction, û, let l be the length of the two farthest points on the object
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in the direction of û. We assume thatM can be decomposed into level curves in the

direction of û using a discrete number of cutting planes, and that these cutting planes

have a distance, ε, between them. Having defined the above quantities, we can now

provide an intuition about the number of 4-point bases relative to the distance d3.

The number of planar 4-point bases in the direction of û is proportional to the

number of cutting planes in the direction û that intersect M. The number of single

cutting planes, Ns, is:

Ns =
⌊ l
ε

⌋
(3.7)

Similarly, the number of generalized 4-point bases with intersection distance, d3, is

proportional to the number of pairs of cutting planes in the direction û that are a

distance d3 apart. The number of pairs, Np, of cutting planes separated by a distance

d3 is:

Np =


0, d3 > l

1, d3 = l⌊ l − d3
ε

⌋
, d3 < l

(3.8)

In the case that d3 > l, it is impossible to find a pair of planes that cut the object.

When d3 = l, then it is possible to have a single pair of planes where each plane is

tangent to the two ends of the object in the cutting direction. When d3 < l, then

only the cutting planes that are more than l− d3 away from the ends of the object in

the cutting direction can be paired with a second cutting plane at distance d3. Hence,

we have bl − d3/εc possible cutting pairs in this last case (See Figure 3.8).

The analysis above can be applied to any cutting direction. Summing over all

possible cutting direction, it follows that as d3 increases, the total number of plane
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pairs intersecting a model decreases in comparison to the number of single planes

cutting a model. This provides some intuition as to why the number of 4-point

bases decreases as the intersection distance of the base, d3, is increased. A full

understanding of this phenomena requires an analysis of the number of 4-point bases

extracted from a single plane versus a pair of planes. This is something we do not

address here.

Another intuition to explain this phenomena is that the planar base is an indis-

tinctive feature whose frequency is very high on a 3D surface. A non-planar base

is a slightly more distinctive feature which has a lower frequency on a 3D surface.

Whereas the planar base has the invariants d1, d2, r1, r2, α, the non-planar base has

all of these invariants in addition to another invariant, d3. The invariant α is the an-

gle of intersection of the two segments. Therefore the non-planar base adds another

dimension to the feature making it more distinctive and therefore less frequent. This

implies that by maximizing d3, the generalized 4PCS algorithm will gain the most

significant advantage over the vanilla 4PCS algorithm and this improvement carries

over to other variations (e.g Super versions) of both algorithms.

3.5 Offline Registration

In this work, we compare G4PCS to 4PCS using the problem of registering a full 360◦

scan of a model to a single 2.5D view of the model where the full scan has already

been pre-processed. The pre-processing is done offline. In order to make the algorithm

more efficient we assume that the distances d1, d2, and d3 are predefined. Therefore,

when we are sampling the point set P , which in our case is the scene, we sample

bases that satisfy these constraints. In the original 4PCS framework any wide base
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a) b)

Figure 3.8: Two examples of planes cutting an object in 2D. In 2a, where d3 < l there
are a total of 11 planes and only 5 pairs of planes. Therefore there is
potentially less generalized 4-point bases than planar bases. In 2b, where
d3 > l, it is not possible to find a pair of planes separated by d3 that cut
the model in the direction û. Therefore it is not possible to obtain any
generalized 4-point bases with this separation. However, there are seven
planes in this case, each of which might have several planar bases lying
on.

is sampled from P , and then the di values are computed and used to constrain the

search in Q. However, knowing d1, d2, and d3 ahead of time, allows us to pre-compute

all bases that exist on each model and store them into a 2D hash table based on the

two ratios, r1 and r2, during the offline phase. As long as the predefined di values

are reasonable, the algorithm will not suffer a drop in performance as demonstrated

in [62]. During the online phase, a base is sampled from the scene and the ratios of

that base are used to find all potentially matching bases in the model database.
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3.5.1 Pose Verification and Clustering

Each scene base to model base match results in a rigid transformation or pose, T . This

transformation is a candidate transformation that aligns the model to the scene. All

candidate transformations must be verified. To do this, we first create a z-projection

of the scene, where each 3D point is projected onto its corresponding x, y pixel. Each

pixel stores the minimum and maximum z-value of all points projected onto that

pixel, the z-range. The size of the pixel is chosen experimentally to be 5mm. Next,

we attempt to align the model with the scene by transforming it using the candidate

transformation, and count number of correspondences. A point of the transformed

model corresponds to a scene point if its projection onto the plane falls within a scene

pixel, and its z-value is within the pixel’s z-range. The quality of the transformation

is measured using the largest common overlap (LCP) is defined as follows:

LCP =
number of corresponding points

total number of model points
(3.9)

The transformation with the highest LCP is chosen as the solution.

Since the number of candidates poses returned by matching scene to model bases

tends to be large with many similar poses returned, pose clustering is used to cluster

poses that are very similar to each other prior to verification. Poses within the

neighbourhood of 1 cm translation and 5◦ degrees rotation are grouped together.

The complete algorithm is described in figure 1.
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Algorithm 1 Generalized 4PCS for offline registration

Phase 1 - Build Offline Database

Input: Target point sets: P and values for d1, d2, d3
Output: A 2D Hash table for all 4-Point bases indexed by r1 and r2

1: L1 = list of all pairs of length d1
2: L2 = list of all pairs of length d2
3: T is an empty 2D table
4: Iterate over both lists and find all intersecting pairs that satisfy d3
5: for each l1 ∈ L1 do
6: for each l2 ∈ L2 do
7: if l1 intersects l2 and intersection satisfies d3 then
8: Add l1, l2 base to T using ratio of intersection r1, r2
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: return T

Phase 2 - Registration

Input: Source point set: Q
Output: Transformation aligning P to Q . Pre-Loop Initialization
13: N = number of RANSAC iterations
14: Tbest = Identity
15: LCP =∞
16: for i = 1 : N do
17: {r1, r2} = Ratios of a sampled 4-point base, a, in Q that satisfies d1, d2, d3
18: B = list of bases in T at index r1, r2 and neighbouring cells
19: CL = empty cluster list
20: for each b in B do
21: ti = transform that aligns a to b
22: Cluster ti with previous transforms in CL
23: end for
24: for each ti ∈ CL do
25: lcp = lcp measure after transforming P to Q using ti
26: if lcp > LCP then
27: LCP = lcp
28: Tbest = ti
29: end if
30: end for
31: end for
32: return Tbest
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3.5.2 Evaluation: Registration Experiment

To show the effects of increasing the intersection distance on the efficiency of the

algorithm, we use G4PCS and 4PCS on a subset of twenty scenes of the Queen’s

Object Recognition Dataset. The subset contains four 2.5D views for each of the five

models in the dataset. Each scene contains only a single 2.5D object. The goal is to

register each model to its associated four scenes. We evaluate the performance of the

the two techniques as a function of increasing RANSAC iterations. Since RANSAC

is a probabilistic algorithm each model to scene registration is run 10 times for a total

of 4 × 10 = 40 trials per model. We consider a registration to be successful if the

error in translation is within 10% of the scene diameter, and the error in rotation is

within 12◦ when compared to ground truth. These thresholds were used by Drost

et al . [30] in their 3D object recognition technique. This technique is a state of the

art work on 3D object recognition. We define the registration rate to be the ratio of

successful trials to the total number of trials. We run the algorithm with two different

settings for each model. The two main parameters for each setting are the intersection

distance and the pair width. The first setting represents the 4PCS setting where the

intersection distance is set to zero to extract planar bases. For the 4PCS setting, the

pair width parameter is chosen such that a wide base is used while ensuring such wide

bases can be sampled from the scene as done in [3]. The second setting is the G4PCS

setting where a non-zero intersection distance value is chosen. Both the pair width

and intersection distance parameters are calculated as a ratio of the model extent,

where the extent is the longest side of the model bounding box. Table 3.1 summarizes

the values used for the models for both 4PCS and G4PCS settings as a percentage of

the model extent.
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Model d1(4PCS) d3(4PCS) d1(G4PCS) d3(G4PCS)
All Models 0.40 0.00 0.40 0.40

Table 3.1: Pair width (d1) and intersection distance (d3) parameter values as a per-
centage of the model extent for each model under the 4PCS and G4PCS
settings.

Figure 3.9: Examples of successful registration for varying model poses. The green
points represent the complete model and the red points represent the
scene points.

An error tolerance of 0.1 cm was used for finding bases that satisfy a specific

intersection distance. All models and scenes were down-sampled with a voxel size of

2.0 cm. Examples of correct registration trials are shown in Figure 3.9. Table 3.2

shows a list of charts comparing the registration rate and efficiency of G4PCS and

4PCS as a function of RANSAC iterations across all models in our dataset. It can be

seen that G4PCS performs the same or slightly better in terms of registration rate

as we increase the number of RANSAC iterations except for model Kid where 4PCS

appears to show a slight advantage up to 20 RANSAC iterations. However, G4PCS

shows a significant improvement over 4PCS in terms of efficiency as conjectured. The

speed up achieved by G4PCS at 20 RANSAC iterations are summarized in Table 3.3.

The speed up is calculated as the 4PCS runtime divided by the G4PCS runtime. We

achieve a speed up of up to a factor of 4.4 at 20 RANSAC iterations. These results

show that significant improvement in efficiency is achieved by using non-planar bases

without negatively affecting the registration accuracy.
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Bird

Gnome

Zoe
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Kid

Angel

Table 3.2: Each row shows the registration rate and runtime as a function of RANSAC
iterations for one of the five models in our dataset

Model 4PCS (sec) G4PCS (sec) Speedup
Bird 56.91 16.25 3.5x

Gnome 48.10 11.79 4.1x
Zoe 20.01 11.44 1.75x
Kid 124.18 27.96 4.4x

Angel 18.86 10.62 1.78x

Table 3.3: Improvement in runtime achieved by using G4PCS instead of 4PCS for
registration at 20 RANSAC iterations. The second and third column show
the absolute runtimes of the two algorithms in seconds. The fourth column
shows the speed up achieved by G4PCS
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3.5.3 Evaluation: Registration with Additive Noise Experiment

In our final experiment we compare how well both algorithms deal with various levels

of noise. We used the same Gaussian noise model used by the authors of 4PCS [3]

in order to compare our method using their noise model. Using the same parameter

settings as before, we degrade the scenes in our dataset by zero-mean Gaussian noise

with different variance values, σ2, as shown in Figure 3.10. One σ unit equals 1% of

the diameter of the bounding box of the scene. At each noise level, we run 10 trials

per scene which amount to 40 trials per model. We use a 100 iteration RANSAC

to perform the registration for each trial. We calculate the successful registration

rate for each model as done in the previous experiment, on all five models. Figure

3.4 shows the registration rate of G4PCS and 4PCS at increasing levels of zero-

mean Gaussian noise. It can be seen that G4PCS outperforms 4PCS for four of the

models in the dataset and performs on par with 4PCS in case of one model. In

case of models Gnome, Kid, and Angel the difference in registration rate is quite

significant especially at the lower end of the noise level spectrum. It can also be seen

that the performance of both algorithms converge to the same registration rate at

the highest noise levels. Therefore, non-planar 4-point bases add robustness to the

registration. When constructing a planar base, two wide pairs that intersect are used.

As previously discussed, selecting wide pairs is important in ensuring robustness to

noise. When using a non-planar base, in addition to using wide pairs, we use wide

pairs that are separated by a distance. Intuitively, wide pairs that are further apart

from each other provide a more stable registration than those that are close. Hence,

non-planar 4-point bases are more robust to noise than planar ones.
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3.6 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter the idea of a generalized 4-point base was introduced and formulated.

It was shown that the generalization can be used to reduce the number of 4-point

bases that appear on an object. This was done by increasing the distance between

the pair of segments that make the 4-point base, the intersection distance. This affect

was shown to be true for both free-form 3D models as well as randomly generated

point clouds. Finally, the generalized 4PCS (G4PCS) algorithm was compared to

the vanilla 4PCS algorithm for the offline registration problem. It was shown that

G4PCS improves the runtime of registration as we increase the number of RANSAC

iterations without negatively impacting the registration rate; the speed up factor was

up to 4.4x. In addition, offline registration was performed with noisy scenes point

clouds. In this scenario, G4PCS showed a significant improvement over 4PCS in

terms of registration rate for most models and performed on-par with 4PCS for one

model. Therefore as with 4PCS, G4PCS can be effectively used in situations when

repeatable local shape descriptors or key points cannot be computed due to noise.

In cases when they can be computed reliably and are sparse and distinctive enough,

G4PCS and 4PCS will both experience a speed up [3].
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σ = 0.5 σ = 1.0 σ = 2.0 σ = 4.0

Figure 3.10: Back of model Zoe degraded with increasing levels of Gaussian noise

Bird
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Gnome

Zoe
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Kid

Angel

Table 3.4: Registration rate as a function of σ of the Gaussian noise for 5 different
models. One σ unit equals 1% of the scene bounding box diameter.
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Chapter 4

An Efficient 2-Point RANSAC for 3D Registration

In this chapter, we propose a RANSAC algorithm to register two 3D point clouds by

sampling pairs of points. As with 4PCS, our algorithm reduces the worst case time

complexity of a vanilla 3-point RANSAC algorithm from O(n3) to O(n2). Unlike

4PCS, which requires the rebuilding of the nearest-neighbour data structure at every

RANSAC iteration, this method uses a single nearest-neighbour data structure which

is pre-computed prior to starting the RANSAC loop. We compare our algorithm with

4PCS and an improved version of 4PCS, Super 4PCS [52] which is summarized in

Chapter 5, and show that it can provide a 57x speed up over 4PCS and is on par

with Super 4PCS in most cases.

4.1 Overview

A single iteration in the vanilla RANSAC algorithm works by uniformly sampling 3

non-collinear points from the target point cloud P , and verifying the transformations

from congruent 3-point sets in the source point cloud Q. This has a worst case runtime

of O(n3). On the other hand in 4PCS and Super 4PCS, a 4-point RANSAC is used.

However, a complexity of O(n4) is avoided because the 4-point base sampled from P
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is constructed using two intersecting pairs. Congruent 4-point bases in Q are found

by a procedure which exploits the invariants of the intersection to find intersecting

pairs that satisfy these invariants and therefore ensure congruency. However, the data

structure to find congruent bases is rebuilt in every RANSAC iteration, because each

time a new base from P is selected, the invariants which are used to build that data

structure change. Detecting congruent 4-point sets is achieved by finding intersections

between pairs of points that satisfy these invariants. As previously described, this

requires detecting coincidences between e1 and e2 intermediate points, calculated

using equation 3.2. In order to do this efficiently, the e1 points are indexed into a

search data structure, and the e2 points are used to query the data structure for

coincidences. Since these intermediate points are dependent on the invariants, they

change in every iteration, therefore necessitating the rebuilding of the data structure

that indexes the e1 points.

Here, we propose a method that is independent of the changing invariants across

consecutive RANSAC iterations. This eliminates the need for rebuilding the data

structure at every iteration. The main idea behind this method is the generation of

a repeatable local reference frame by sampling only two points instead of three as in

Vanilla RANSAC or four points as in 4PCS and its variants.

A local reference frame is a frame of reference generated using a local neighbour-

hood of points on the object. A repeatable local reference frame is one that can be

recomputed under any rigid transformation of the object, and must be robust to var-

ious artifacts such as noise and outliers and hence the term repeatable. As opposed

to a world reference frame, a local reference frame is a frame of reference that is

connected to the 3D object. Therefore, when a 3D object is rigidly transformed, the
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reference frame moves along with the object. Therefore, the coordinates of points on

the object relative to a local reference frame are the same under any rigid transfor-

mation. Geometric Hashing [79] is a well known method that takes advantage of this

property for 2D and 3D object recognition. The main idea behind our technique is to

sample only a pair of points in every RANSAC iteration to produce a local reference

frame, instead of three or four. This benefits the efficiency of RANSAC as the worst

case runtime of finding a matching pair of points in the source point cloud is O(n2)

instead of O(n3). In case of rigid transformation, which are distance preserving, the

goal is to find a pair of points in the source point cloud with the same distance to

each other as the ones sampled from the point cloud. This procedure can be done

in time better than O(n2) using the efficient pair extraction procedure proposed by

Mellado et al. [52].

4.2 Generating a Local Reference Frame by Sampling Two Points

In this section, we describe two methods which can be used to associate a local

reference frame with a pair of points. The first method works with regular point

clouds while the second requires point clouds with normals.

4.2.1 Method I: Computing a Local Reference Frame using Raw Points

Given two points, {a,b}, in some point cloud X, our goal is to compute a local

reference frame using these two points. In 3D, we need a minimum of 3 non-collinear

points in order to compute a local reference frame. Therefore we use {a,b} to compute

a third point. This third point must be the same relative to {a,b} under any rigid

transformation of the object. Otherwise, the local reference frame generated by the
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3 points would not be invariant to rigid transformations. We define this third point

s using the following formula::

s = arg min
x
{‖x− a− b

2
‖2|x ∈ X} (4.1)

The point s is the closest point in X to the midpoint, m, of the line segment ab. If

s is collinear to ab then this pair is discarded and replaced with another pair. Since

nearest neighbour queries are independent of the 3D pose of the object, the point s is

invariant under rigid transformations. This is due to the fact that a nearest neighbour

computation is only based on the distance between points, which is preserved under

rigid transformations. However, as per the discussion in Chapter 3 on wide bases

versus narrow bases, congruence between a pair of points that are close is not robust

to noise in the point positions. This is the motivation behind defining s as the nearest

neighbour to the midpoint of the segment ab. For example, if we had defined s to

be the nearest neighbour to either a or b which both lie on the 3D surface, then the

distance of s to either a or b would be upper bounded by the resolution of the point

cloud, producing a very narrow base, which is undesirable. On the other hand, the

midpoint’s distance to its closest point is upper bounded by ‖a−b‖2
2

because this is

the distance of a and b to s. In fact, this is the largest upper bound for the distance

of any point on the line ab to its closest point on the 3D surface. When choosing

the midpoint as the query point for the nearest point computation, the worst case

scenario occurs if the segment ab intersects the 3D surface at the midpoint. Whereas

the best case scenario would be if the segment ab only intersected the surface at its

end points and the point s is a distance just below ‖a− b‖ from the midpoint. Figure

4.1 shows an example of such a scenario. Another degenerate case we must not is
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Figure 4.1: The figure represents the best case scenario of when ‖m − s‖2 is just
below ‖a− b‖2/2 and thus the triple {a,b, s} forms a candidate base for
computing a rigid transformation

if the 3D surface we are sampling from is a plane in which case s would lie on the

same plane as ab and therefore it is not possible to generate a local reference frame.

Our algorithm depends on the assumption that the worst case scenarios are rare and

that we are dealing with mostly non-planar surfaces, and that the average case would

produce wide enough bases to enable robust registration.

However, in our case we also have to deal with the fact that P and Q may be of

a different resolution, in addition to noise and outliers. These factors can affect the

robustness of the nearest neighbour query. In order to make the nearest neighbour

query more robust, we need to ensure that a triple {a,b, s} selected from P is congru-

ent to a candidate triple, {a,′ b,′ s′}, selected from Q. If this check fails, we disregard

the current candidate pair {a′,b′}. Since we already know that ‖a− b‖ = ‖a′ − b′‖

we only need to check the following pair of constraints:

‖a− s‖ = ‖a′ − s‖

‖b− s‖ = ‖b′ − s′‖
(4.2)
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Verily constraint 4.2 ensures that the triangle selected from P is congruent to

the triangle selected from Q. Once this check passes, we can then compute a local

reference frame basis vectors, ê1, ê2, ê3 as follows:

ê1 =
b− a

‖b− a‖

ê2 = ê1 ×
s− a

‖s− a‖

ê3 = ê1 × ê2

(4.3)

4.2.2 Method II: Computing a Local Reference Frame using Normals

Given a pair of 3D points, another method of computing a local reference frame uses

surface normals at those points if they are available with the input data. In this case,

two points with normals are sufficient to compute a local reference frame. Given two

points, a,b and their associated normals, n̂a, n̂b, we compute basis vectors as follows:

ê1 = n̂a

ê2 = n̂a × n̂b

ê3 = ê1 × ê2

(4.4)

4.2.3 Using Verifiers for Early Elimination of Invalid Matches

As is the nature of the RANSAC algorithm, most of the congruent bases found in Q

to a base selected from P do not produce the same local reference frame constructed

in P , leading to a wrong transformation. Therefore it would be advantageous to

eliminate these invalid matches without having to perform a full verification procedure

in which Q is transformed to P and the number of overlapping points are counted.
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This is essentially the same as the hypothesis bail-out strategy proposed in [50] for a

different problem domain. This can be achieved by expressing k points in the frame of

L, the local reference frame from P , and checking if these points exist in Q given the

congruent local reference frame, L′. This existence check can be done in O(k) time

by using a 3D grid which indexes the points of Q. Since Q is constant and does not

change throughout the algorithm, this data structures can be used for all RANSAC

iterations.

The k points must be chosen in a manner to maximize their chance of being within

the region of overlap between P and Q. A verifier point that is within the region of

overlap must have the same local coordinate in both P and Q if the local reference

frames chosen are a valid match. Failure of the existence check outlined above, implies

that the local reference frame of Q does not match the one from P . Therefore invalid

matches can be disregarded without performing full verification.

4.3 Algorithm Framework

We have described two methods to compute a local reference frame using only a

couple of points. Given such a method we can now describe our complete algorithm

framework. We first describe the base selection procedure from P followed by the

congruent base extraction procedure from Q.

Selecting Bases from P :

1. Select the first pair of points, {a,b}.

2. Generate a local reference frame, L, using {a,b}.

3. Select k points as verifiers of the repeatability of L, k could be zero.
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4. If k > 0, express verifiers in the frame L and store as {p1, . . . ,pk}L.

As with the standard 4PCS algorithm, pairs in Q that are congruent to {a,b} are

extracted by simply extracting pairs that have the same length as {a,b}. This is done

efficiently using the smart indexing algorithm proposed in Super 4PCS [52]. Given

such a congruent pair in Q, {a′,b′}, we now describe the congruent set extraction

procedure:

Extracting Congruent Bases from Q:

1. Associate a local reference frame, L′, with the congruent pair, {a′,b′}.

2. For k > 0 since {p1, . . . ,pk}L must equal {p′1, . . . ,p′k}L′ , use L′ and the saved

{p1, . . . ,pk}L, to compute the world reference frame coordinates of the verifiers,

{p′1, . . . ,p′k}.

3. If {p′1, . . . ,p′k} exists on the point setQ, then report the set {a′,b′,p′1, . . . ,p′k}

as a congruent base.

4.4 Constructing 4-Point Congruent Sets Using 2-Point Local Reference

Frames

Using the idea of k-verifiers, one can in fact use the same type of bases as 4PCS or

G4PCS. Once a pair of points is used to compute a local reference frame using one

of the two LRF algorithms outlined above, one can find a second pair of points that

intersect the first pair. This second pair can then be expressed in the local reference

frame generated using the first pair and used as the verifier points. In the case of

4PCS or Super 4PCS, when a new point set is sampled from P at the beginning

of every RANSAC iteration, new intermediate points are generated requiring the
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nearest-neighbour data structures to be rebuilt to perform congruent set extraction.

We note that our algorithm allows for the detection of congruent bases without having

to rely on finding coincidences between invariant-dependent intermediate points. In

our proposed algorithm, once a congruent pair is extracted, a local reference frame is

constructed. This is followed by using the 2 points of the 4-point set that were not

used to construct the local reference frame as verifiers. We simply need to perform

the existence check to see if those two points exist in Q. Therefore we forgo having to

rebuild a new data structure every time a new 4-point set is sampled from the target

pointcloud P .

As the reader may recall, the 4PCS congruent set extraction procedure included

sets that were congruent under affine transformations but not under rigid transforma-

tions because they did not preserve the angle of intersection of the segments. Since we

are only interested in rigid transformations, these affine-only congruent sets decrease

the efficiency of the algorithm causing it to perform extra verifications on sets that

are known to fail. The elimination of these affine-only congruent sets in Super 4PCS

[52] is one of the reasons of the speed up over 4PCS. In order to eliminate affine-only

congruent sets, the angle of intersection between the pair of segments, α, was taken

into account when performing congruent set extraction. Another data structure was

built to ensure that the angle of intersection is the same. Again, this data structure

had to be rebuilt in every RANSAC iteration. However, using our method, ensuring

that the angle of intersection is preserved comes at no extra cost because the second

pair of points is expressed in the local reference frame constructed using the first pair.

Therefore, checking that the angle of intersection is preserved is captured by the ex-

istence check. We refer to combining the 4PCS bases with the first LRF computation
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method as the LRF 4PCS I algorithm. Similarly we use the name LRF 4PCS II to

refer to combining 4PCS bases with the normal based LRF computation method.

We note that these two algorithms represent a specific implementation of the 2-Point

RANSAC proposed here, and it does not cover all possibilities of how to choose the

k-verifiers. Our results will only focus on these two specific implementations of the

2-point RANSAC framework.

4.5 Using the Distance Transform for Nearest Neighbour Queries

Nearest neighbour queries are a component of algorithm LRF 4PCS I during the

computation of local reference frames, in particular, to solve equation 4.1. They are

also a component of the verification stage of all flavours of the 4PCS algorithm to

compute the LCP measure. Generally speaking, the k-d tree is the data structure of

choice for performing these nearest neighbour queries. In this section, we explore a

more efficient data structure for our flavour of the 4PCS algorithm.

The computation of a local reference frame using raw points requires performing a

nearest neighbour query to find a third point to associate with the first pair of the the

4-point base. These queries are performed on the clouds P and Q and since P and Q

are constant, their k-d trees are built once and reused in every RANSAC iteration. As

an alternative, one can use a discrete distance transform to perform these queries [43].

A discrete distance transform can be implemented as a voxel grid in which each voxel

stores the distance to its closest point in the cloud. As noted by Castellani et al. [20],

in situations where the nearest neighbour data structure is not frequently rebuilt, a

data structure representing a distance transform is an alternative nearest neighbour

data structure to the k-d tree. It has a query time of O(1) as opposed to O(log n) for
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a k-d tree. Queries are performed by using a query point’s 3D coordinates to index

into the correct voxel in the grid, which stores the distance to the closest point in

the point cloud being queried. Algorithms for building the distance transform will be

discussed in the next section.

There are two aspects to note about the distance transform, the first being that

it is used for approximate nearest neighbour queries since the position of the query

point may not be exactly the same as the position of the grid point, the centre of the

voxel. Therefore, the higher the resolution of the discrete grid, the more accurate the

queries become. In our algorithm, we empirically pick a resolution high enough to

achieve good results.

The distance transform can also be used to improve the Largest Common Overlap

(LCP) measure calculation during the verification stage of the algorithm. Once a

candidate rigid transformation is applied to Q, it is verified by counting the number

of points in Q that fall within a small distance, ε, to any point in P . This is accom-

plished by using every point in Q to query a k-d tree of P . Since every congruent

base produces a candidate transformation, this operation is repeated very frequently.

Our experiments show that the number of congruent bases for registration runs that

achieve a registration rate of at least 90%, is on the order of 104 or more. In these

runs, Q, is usually sub-sampled to no less than 102 points. Therefore, the total num-

ber of nearest neighbour queries in a single run of the algorithm is on the order of 106.

Using a k-d tree, each of these queries would cost O(logm) where m is the number

of points in P . Since this k-d tree does not need to be rebuilt, we replace it with a

distance transform to achieve an O(1) time for each query.

When using a distance transform to compute the LCP measure, we note that
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the points of Q are not guaranteed to be within the bounding box of the distance

transform of P . As previously explained, the distance transform can only process

queries within its bounds. Since we know the query we are trying to answer is

whether or not there exists a point in P within a distance ε to a query point from Q,

we can simply extend the distance transform bounding box by ε in all directions. Any

query point falling outside this extended bounding box will not have a corresponding

P point within ε. Therefore, this extended distance transform can process the LCP

queries in O(1) time. Finally, we note that this improvement can be applied to our

algorithm as well as 4PCS, Super 4PCS.

4.5.1 Algorithms to Build the Distance Transform

Techniques to build the distance transform are discussed in [43]. Most techniques

for building the distance transform use local propagation schemes that propagate the

distance from the grid points neighbouring the cloud points to the grid point further

away. This is accomplished using a sweeping scheme or a wavefront scheme. In a

sweeping scheme the propagation starts in one corner of the voxel grid and proceeds

voxel-by-voxel, row-by-row fashion to the opposite corner of the grid. This typically

require several passes of the grid in different directions. In a wavefront scheme, the

distances are propagated from the initial surface in the order of increasing distance

until all voxels are processed. All such techniques provide an approximation of the

distance between a grid point and its closest point in the point cloud.

Two classes of distance transforms are Chamfer Distance Transforms (CDTs)

[83, 13, 17] and Vector Distance Transforms (VDTs) [57, 69]. For CDTs, the euclidean
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distance at a voxel, d(v), is calculated using the following recursive equation:

d(v) = min
∀n∈N(v)

(|(v − n|2 + d(n)) (4.5)

where n is a neighbouring voxel and N(v) is the set of neighbouring voxels of v. CDTs

only propagate the scalar distance from one voxel to the next and due to the triangle

inequality, CDTs decrease in accuracy as the distance to the point cloud increases.

On the other hand, VDTs are more accurate because they propagate the vectors to

the closest cloud point instead of the scalar distance. The equation redefined for

VDTs is the following:

d(v) = min
∀n∈N(v)

(||(||v − n||2 + rn)||2) (4.6)

rc represents the vector to the closest point on the cloud. Therefore VCDTs do not

suffer the inaccuracy of CDTs because they use the magnitude of the straight line

segment connecting the voxel to its closest point on the cloud. Both sweeping and

wavefront schemes for the calculation of CDTs and VDTs have been proposed. The

complexity of local propagation schemes is O(n+ γ), where γ is the resolution of the

grid.

We implemented the Vector-City Vector Distance Transform (VCVDT) by Sather-

ley and Jones [69]. The algorithm requires eight passes through the volume and in

each pass, six neighbours of the actual voxel are visited. We also propose an alter-

native algorithm for calculating the distance transform. It begins first with build-

ing a k-d tree of the point cloud. Next, each grid point in the distance transform

is used to query the k-d tree to get the distance to the closest cloud point. This
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algorithm computes the distance to the closest cloud point exactly; it has a complex-

ity of O(n log n + γ log n) where γ is the resolution of the distance transform grid.

Theoretically this algorithm has a higher complexity than VCVDT. However, our ex-

periments show that for n ≤ 500, the k-d tree algorithm runs faster. Table 4.1 shows

the distance transform build time using both algorithms for five models. The grid

resolution was chosen to be 0.004 metres which is a good resolution value to achieve

a registration rate above 90% based on previous experiments. For all five models,

the k-d tree algorithm is generally faster than VCVDT when the model point clouds

are sub-sampled to a small number. However, when using all points, the VCVDT

algorithm is one to two order of magnitude faster than the k-d tree algorithm. It

can be seen that the number of points has little effect on the VCVDT runtime but

a great impact on the k-d tree algorithm run time. This experimental result can be

explained by the fact that the VCVDT runtime which is c1(n + γ) is larger than

the k-d tree runtime c2(n log n + γ log n) for n < N0, where c1, c2, N0 are constants.

Although the VCVDT algorithm is clearly the better algorithm in general situations,

in our registration experiments we rarely need to use more than 500 points to achieve

good registration rates. Therefore, we use the k-d tree algorithm in our registration

framework to achieve a slightly better runtime.

4.6 Comparison

4.6.1 Nearest Neighbour Queries Runtime Comparison

We compare the runtime of LRF 4PCS I when using different data structures for

nearest neighbour queries. We compare an implementation of the algorithm that

uses a distance transform to compute equation 4.1 and the LCP measure, to one that
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Model Num Points VCVDT K-D Tree

Sailor

100 244.87 134.45
200 205.10 87.84
500 211.72 122.99

38699 255 1509.81

Longhorn

100 85.2 30.89
200 87.21 33.60
500 110.91 52.03

93805 131.861 3532.06

Elmo

100 737.01 911.669
200 786.47 775.01
500 831.483 833.63

69549 850 15007.9

Rabbit

100 600.35 272.68
200 590.48 279.59
500 543.56 337.335

27500 654.70 3285.37

Birdhouse

100 1023.39 951.18
200 1083.14 944.16
500 1175.08 982.48

86915 1191.14 16387.8

Table 4.1: Distance Transform build times in milliseconds for 5 models. For each
model, the build times are shown when using 100, 200, 500, and all points
in the model point cloud

uses a k-d tree. Equation 4.1 is computed during the congruent set extraction (CSE)

phase while the LCP measure is computed during the congruent set verification (CSV)

phase. We run both versions of the algorithm on four models of our database. The

runs are repeated 50 times and the average time is reported. Figure 4.2 demonstrates

the results of this comparison. It can be seen that using the distance transform

provides a significant runtime advantage over the k-d tree in the four experiments.

The average speed up when using the distance transform is 3x. Table 4.2 shows the

registration rate achieved using both versions of the algorithm. It can be seen that

the distance transform and k-d tree implementations have registration rates that are
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Figure 4.2: Pairwise registration of 4 models comparing time spent in Congruent Set
Extraction (CSV) and Congruent Set Verification (CSV) when using a k-
d tree and when using a distance transform for nearest neighbour queries.
The improvement is clear when using the distance transform

on par with each other for three models. For model Sailor, the distance transform

has a significantly higher registration rate. Therefore using the distance transform

improves the efficiency of the algorithm without affecting its registration rate.
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Model K-D Tree Distance Transform
Head 84% 86%

Longhorn 98% 98%
Sailor 88% 96%
Trex 100% 100%

Table 4.2: Registration Rate of the LRF 4PCS I algorithm when using a k-d tree and
a distance transform for nearest neighbour queries.

4.6.2 Comparison of LRF 4PCS I to Other 4PCS Variations

We now compare the runtime of both versions of LRF 4PCS to both 4PCS and Super

4PCS for the problem of online registration. The goal of online registration is to

register two overlapping views of a model without any prior offline processing. In order

to ensure equal footing of all 3 algorithms, we augment the original 4PCS algorithm by

adding to it the efficient pair extraction procedure proposed by Super 4PCS, thereby

reducing the pair extraction complexity from O(n2) to O((∆/ε)3 log ∆/ε), where ∆ is

the diameter of the point cloud and ε is the side-length of the 3D grid used to compute

the pairs. We use the notation 4PCS+ to label the augmented 4PCS algorithm. By

doing this, all three algorithms use the same pair extraction procedure, so that any

difference in their runtimes will be attributed to the congruent set extraction stage.

Some of the improvement may also be attributed to the verification stage, since we

use a distance transform instead of a k-d tree.

In order to perform a direct comparison to Super 4PCS, we run the same exper-

iment on LRF 4PCS and the augmented 4PCS using 8 models from our database.

That is, for the 8 models, we run the algorithm 50 times across the same range of pa-

rameter settings, and report the best average time for a registration rate above 90%.

Table 4.3 compares all algorithms side by side. All three algorithms depend on the

same three parameters: The estimated overlap between the two frames, a parameter
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δ, and the number of Q points sampled for registration. The parameter δ is used as

the sub-sampling resolution for both P and Q as well as the error tolerance in detect-

ing point coincidences. Points are considered coincident when they are within δ of

each other. This is used in detecting intersections between pairs as well as calculating

the lowest common overlap measure.

It can be seen that LRF 4PCS is one to two orders of magnitude faster than

the augmented 4PCS. This implies that the our proposed LRF based congruent set

extraction is a significant improvement over the classical congruent set extraction.

When compared to Super 4PCS, LRF 4PCS achieves a better runtime in 4 out of the

8 models, a worse runtime in three and a tie in one. However, in cases when LRF

4PCS runs faster, the average improvement in runtime is 3.59 seconds, whereas when

Super 4PCS runs faster, the average improvement is 0.69 seconds. One can conclude

for these 8 models, LRF 4PCS is better overall.

Model Super 4PCS LRF 4PCS I 4PCS+
Longhorn 2.48 0.99 56.71

Sailor 3.65 0.84 44.85
Elmo 19.03 > 20 > 20

Rabbit 0.32 0.23 3.10
Head > 20 7.23 > 20

Birdhouse > 20 > 20 > 20
Trex 0.14 0.41 1.14

Supersoaker 1.54 2.3 22.84

Table 4.3: Comparing the runtime in seconds for of LRF 4PCS I with planar bases
to previous variations of 4PCS. The runtimes reported for all algorithms
is when the registration rates is above 90%
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4.6.3 Comparison of LRF 4PCS II to other 4PCS variations

We now compare LRF 4PCS II which uses normals to compute a local reference frame

to both Super 4PCS and the augmented 4PCS described previously. In both 4PCS+

and Super 4PCS, normals are used as a way to eliminate non-congruent pairs during

the pair extraction procedure. A pair from Q is congruent to a pair sampled from P

when its length is the same, and the angle between the normals of its endpoints, θ2, is

the same as the angle between the normals of the endpoints of the P pair, θ1. Using

this criterion, normals can be used in 4PCS and Super 4PCS to generate a smaller

set of congruent pairs and therefore speed up the algorithms. In this experiment, a

threshold of 5◦ is used as the maximum allowed difference between the angles, θ1 and

θ2. This is also done in LRF 4PCS II since we are using the same pair extraction

procedure. However, in LRF 4PCS II the normals are also used to calculate a local

reference frames for congruent set extraction. Table 4.4 compares LRF 4PCS II with

the versions of Super 4PCS and 4PCS+ that use normals to eliminate non-congruent

pairs. The results show that Super 4PCS has the best runtime in 4 out of the 9

experiments, while LRF 4PCS II is the winner 3 out of 9 times. The difference

between the best runtime and the second best runtime across all cases is within [1.11

- 1.56] seconds except for model Hippo in which case Super 4PCS beats LRF 4PCS

II by at least 26.6 seconds. When compared to 4PCS+, LRF 4PCS II is about an

order of magnitude faster.

4.7 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter we presented two flavours of a 2-point RANSAC algorithm that en-

abled the construction of local reference frames to perform 3D registration without
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Model Super 4PCS LRF 4PCS II 4PCS
Longhorn 0.67 1.34 33.03

Sailor 1.78 1.29 40.24
Elmo > 60 > 60 > 60

Rabbit 0.28 0.18 1.88
Head 33.50 > 60 > 60

Birdhouse > 60 > 60 > 60
Trex 0.15 0.21 1.94

Supersoaker 3.08 1.52 14.31
Blackhorse 0.099 0.15 6.48

Table 4.4: Comparing the runtime in seconds for of LRF 4PCS II with planar bases
to previous variations of 4PCS. The runtimes reported for all algorithms
is when the registration rates is above 90%

requiring a 3rd point. The first flavour of the algorithm took advantage of the fact

that distance is preserved under rigid transformations to compute a 3rd point and

hence enabling the construction of a local reference frame. The second flavour as-

sumed that surface normals of the point cloud have been pre-computed eliminating

the need for a 3rd point to construct a local reference frame. Additionally, the idea

of using verifier points for early rejection of correspondences between local reference

frames was introduced. Putting it all together we introduced an algorithm frame-

work that uses 2 points to construct local reference frames with the optional use of

k-verifiers to quickly reject wrong local reference frame correspondences.

Once the algorithm frame work was outlined, we presented a specific implementa-

tion of the general framework that used 4PCS bases. Instead of using all 4 points to

form the local reference frame, one pair was used to form the frame using one of the

two methods and the second intersecting pair of points were used as verifiers of the

frame. The main advantage of our approach over the 4PCS or Super 4PCS approach

is that we do not require the computation of pair intersections in the congruent set
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extraction stage of the algorithm. The pair intersection computation required re-

building nearest neighbour data structures every time a new 4-point set was sampled

from the target point cloud (every RANSAC iteration).

For our nearest neighbour data structure in the congruent set extraction phase,

we replaced the k-d tree with the distance transform because it provides constant

time lookup versus a k-d tree which provides logarithmic time lookup. Distance

transforms are more expensive to build than k-d trees at the required resolution but

our framework which eliminates the need of rebuilding the nearest neighbour data

structure in the congruent set extraction phase enabled us to use this more query-

time efficient data structure. In addition, we employed the distance transform for

the congruent set verification phase due to the fact that the target cloud does not

change. We showed that replacing the k-d tree with the distance transform provided

a 3x speed up on average in the total time required to run those two phases. We

also compared various method of implementing the distance transform and found a

method we proposed works best for our purposes when the point clouds are small.

Finally, we compared both flavours of the 2-point RANSAC algorithm using 4PCS

bases to a faster version of 4PCS, 4PCS+, and Super 4PCS. The first flavour LRF

4PCS I showed an order of magnitude improvement in runtime over 4PCS+ with

the largest improvement being a 56x speed up. This improvement is attributed to

multiple factors:

• 4PCS+ processes many affine-only congruent sets that are not congruent under

rigid transformations due to not taking into account the angle of intersection.

This leads to time wasted processing transformations that will never align the

datasets
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• A more efficient nearest neighbour data structure for congruent set extraction

• A more efficient nearest neighbour data structure for congruent set verification

When comparing LRF 4PCS I to Super 4PCS, there is no clear winner but LRF

4PCS did a little better overall. Next, we compared LRF 4PCS II to normal-based

versions of Super 4PCS and 4PCS+. Again in this case LRF 4PCS II showed an

order of magnitude speed up over 4PCS+ on average; the largest improvement was

a 32x speed up. However, when compared to the normal-based Super 4PCS, our

algorithm seemed to fair a little worse. We note though that this is a specific concrete

implementation of our algorithm framework and other implementations may provide

better results. Other implementation ideas will be discussed in the conclusion chapter.

We also leave the evaluation of our approach on data sets with noise and outliers as

future work.
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Chapter 5

Super Generalized 4-Point Congruent Sets

In this chapter we introduce the Super Generalized Congruent Sets Algorithm. The

algorithm combines a more efficient version of 4PCS, namely Super 4PCS by Mellado

et al . [52], with the generalized 4-point bases introduced in the Chapter 3. We show

that using these generalized 4-point bases can lead to further efficiency improvements

on top of the one introduced by Super 4PCS. We use online pairwise view registration

to test and compare our algorithm, two overlapping views of the same object serve

as input and the goal is to compute the rigid transformation that aligns one with the

other. The entire process is performed online with no pre-processing.

5.1 Super 4-Point Congruent Sets

The 4PCS algorithm has runtime complexity of O(n2 + k) where n is the number

of points in Q and k is the number of congruent bases to be reported. The 4PCS

algorithm has two major bottlenecks, the first being the extraction of pairs from Q

which is performed exhaustively in O(n2) time. The second bottleneck is the large

number, k, of reported affine-congruent sets, which leads to an expensive verification

step in the algorithm. Mellado et al . [52] introduce the Super 4PCS algorithm which
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improves the total runtime complexity to O(n + k1 + k2) by addressing these two

bottle necks. In order to extract pairs efficiently, they use an improved version of

the algorithm proposed in [33]. The point cloud Q is organized using a 3D grid. A

regular splitting strategy like that used for an octree [51] is applied to the 3D grid.

Using the 3D grid, for each point qi ∈ Q the sets of cubes that intersect the spheres

of radius d1 and d2 centred at qi are computed to form the pairs. Their proposed

algorithm has a complexity of O(∆/ε)3 log ∆/ε) where ∆ is the diameter of the point

cloud and and ε is the side-length of a grid cell. In practice this is much faster than

O(n2).

To address the second bottleneck, the authors realize that many of the affine-

congruent sets reported by 4PCS are actually only congruent under affine transfor-

mations but not under rigid transformations. For pairwise view registration we are

only interested in finding the transformation between two rigid views of the same

object. Since rigid transformations preserve the angle between the two intersecting

pairs, the search for congruent bases can be further constrained by looking only for

those source bases that have the same angle, α, of intersection as that of the target

base. Therefore, the congruent set extraction process is to first find all pairs that

intersect a given query pair of distance d1. This is followed by a filtering step on all

intersecting pairs which only selects those pairs that have an angle, α, to the query

pair. As with the original 4PCS algorithm, to compute the intersecting pairs, all

intermediate points that fall on d1 pairs are indexed into a data structure which is

queried using a d2 intermediate point to detect a possible coincidence (see Figure 5.1

for a 2D representation of this process). However, Super 4PCS, does not use a k-d

tree which has a query time of O(log n). Instead it encloses the point cloud Q within
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a 3D voxel grid and stores each intermediate point in the voxel that it falls within, as

in Figure 5.1c. Given a 3D d2 intermediate point, e2, all approximately coincident d1

points are returned in O(1) time by using the coordinates of e2 to compute the index

of the voxel that stores all approximately congruent d1 intermediate points; hence,

finding all intersecting d1 pairs, as in Figure 5.1d.

In order to efficiently perform the angular search, the directions of all intersecting

d1 pairs are mapped to a spherical shell grid. Each cell in the spherical shell stores

a range of vector directions [34]. The spherical shell grid is queried using a d2 pair

direction to find all pairs of angle α to the query direction. This is accomplished

by intersecting a cone of aperture 2α around the query direction with the spherical

shell grid. Using this more efficient implementation, Super 4PCS achieves an average

speed up of 4.4x over 4PCS [52].

5.1.1 Congruent Set Extraction for Generalized 4PCS Bases

The main difference between the proposed Super Generalized 4PCS (Super G4PCS)

and Super 4PCS is in the way in which the congruent sets are extracted. As will be

further elaborated upon, the congruent set extraction algorithm used in Super 4PCS

does not work for generalized 4-point bases. Given a target base selected from P

with invariants {d1, d2, r1, r2, α}, the goal of congruent set extraction in Super 4PCS

is to find all bases in Q that satisfy the same invariants. The first step is to perform

efficient pair extraction to extract all pairs of distance d1 and d2. The second step is

to find intersections between d1 and d2 pairs that satisfy the invariants, r1, r2, and α.

In case of a generalized 4-point base, the new invariant, d3, must also be taken into

consideration. When d3 6= 0, the d1 intermediate points that overlap the query point
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(a) A 4-point Base is sampled from P .
(b) In point cloud Q, intersections are

shown between d1 and d2 pairs.
There are two congruent bases,
namely: q1q2 with q5q6 and q3q4 with
q9q10.

(c) Indexing Stage: In order to efficiently
find congruent intersections between
d1 and d2 pairs, the d1 intermediate
points are indexed into a grid enclos-
ing Q.

(d) Query Stage: The d2 intermediate
points are used to query the grid. If a
queried grid cell contains a d1 inter-
mediate point, then a congruent in-
tersection is reported.

Figure 5.1: The Algorithm used by Super 4PCS to find affine-congruent 4-point bases.
This figure does not include the angular filtering which leads to extracting
only the congruent 4-point bases.

will not lie in the same 3D grid cell as the query point. Instead, the intermediate

point of an overlapping d1 segment, x, lies somewhere on the circle centred at y with

radius d3. See Figure 5.2 for an illustration.
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Figure 5.2: Congurent Set Extraction from Q: Given a d2 segment qiqj with inter-
mediate point, y, the intermediate points of overlapping segments fall on
the circle, C, centred at y with radius d3. The circle is perpendicular to
the vector qiqj.

One approach to finding overlapping intermediate points is to rasterize a circle on

the 3D grid (which stores intermediate points) by moving in discrete circular steps to

check all grid cells that intersect the circle, C, of radius d3 centred at y. This angular

increment for the circular motion can be calculated using the following formula:

cos−1((2d23 − 2ε2)/2d23). (5.1)

where ε is the side length of a voxel in the 3D grid. Therefore there is a constant factor

of 360/ cos−1((2d23− 2ε2)/2d23) for each query. Although this constant factor does not

change the theoretical complexity of the algorithm, in practice, it causes an increase

in the search time of the generalized Super 4PCS (Super G4PCS) algorithm. In fact

the efficiency gained in the verification stage using Super G4PCS would be trumped

by the efficiency lost in the search phase leading to a slower algorithm overall when

compared to Super 4PCS.
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In order to remedy the effects of the increased search time, we fix the distances

d1 and d2 in our version of the algorithm. We note that fixing d1 and d2 does not

decrease the robustness of the algorithm because they are carefully chosen. As with

its predecessors Super G4PCS assumes the user has prior knowledge of the estimated

overlap between the two objects to be registered. Given this, one can choose d1, d2 to

be smaller than this overlap multiplied by the model diameter. When the user has no

knowledge of the estimated overlap, the algorithm can be executed using decreasing

estimates for the overlap, e.g {1.0, 0.75, 0.50, 0.25}, as indicated in the orignal 4PCS

technique [3]. This variation has been applied in the literature, as in [62] and in

our previous work [56], without affecting performance. Using fixed d1, d2 invariants

enables us to construct a single search data structure for all RANSAC iterations

instead of building a new one for every iteration. Due to this, we also noticed an

improvement in the runtime of the congruent set extraction phase of the algorithm.

Given fixed invariants, d1, d2, we extract all segments from Q that satisfy the

invariants using the Super 4PCS efficient pair extraction procedure. We exhaustively

compute a potential 3D intersection between each d1 pair and all d2 pairs. If the pairs

are not parallel, values for r1, r2, d3, α exist and are obtained. If the 3D intersection

occurs within the segments, and the ratio of the intersection distance to the diameter

of Q is less than some multiple, σ, of the user supplied overlap between P and Q,

then the 3D intersection is considered valid. The segment indices of all valid 3D

intersections are then stored in a regular 4 dimensional hash table whose dimensions

correspond to the invariants r1, r2, d3, α. The advantage of this approach is that the

4D hash table is built only once. In addition, it is queried only once for each RANSAC

iteration to find all Q bases that are congruent to the selected P base. In order to
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easily select target bases from P that satisfy d1 and d2, we also initialize the algorithm

by extracting all segments in P that satisfy the distance invariants using the Super

4PCS pair extraction procedure. Selecting a target base is accomplished by randomly

selecting a pair of segments and checking if they have a valid 3D intersection; the

process is repeated N times and the 4-point base with the largest intersection distance

is chosen. Essentially, this process heuristically picks a generalized 4PCS base whose

intersection distance is within the overlap but as large as possible. Algorithm 2

describes the steps of the Super G4PCS Algorithm.

Algorithm 2 The Super Generalized 4PCS Algorithm

Input: Target and source point sets, P and Q
Output: Best transformation according to LCP, Tbest

1: d1 = d2 = fractional overlap×model diameter
2: Extract d1, d2 pairs from P
3: Extract d1, d2 pairs from Q
4: Initialize a 4D hash table H to store intersecting pairs
5: Compute all valid 3D intersections in Q and store in H
6: L = number of RANSAC iterations
7: Tbest = 0
8: for l = 0 to L do
9: B = random base from P

10: r1B, r2B, d3B, αB are invariants of B
11: C = ExtractCongruent(r1B, r2B, d3B, αB)
12: TB = Transformation with highest LCP from C
13: if LCP (Tbest) < LCP (TB) then
14: Tbest = TB
15: end if
16: end for

5.2 Evaluation: Counting Number of Generalized Bases for 2.5D Views

In this chapter we use a different dataset. The dataset is composed of 10 different

models. Each model contains a pair of overlapping views. Figure 5.5 shows some
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of the 2.5D views of the models used in our evaluation. This is unlike the dataset

used in the Chapter 3 where the overlap was 100% because we were registering a full

360◦ model to a 2.5D view. Therefore, this dataset is more challenging. Two of the

models in this data set are the ones used by the Super 4PCS technique and the other

eight are also from the Queen’s University 3D model database which is a super set

of the Queen’s object recognition database. The models are real life plastic figures

whose 3D scans are generated using the Next Engine scanner. [1]. These models

are chosen because we conjecture that these types of models is where the algorithm

is most effetive because they are feature rich. Generally such models are used to

compare object recognition algorithms.

In [56] and in the Chapter 3, we showed that there is an inverse exponential

relationship between the number of 4-point bases and the intersection distance for

complete 3D models. In fact, the result was also shown for randomly generated point

sets. However, the base counting experiment was not performed for 2.5D views. For

the sake of completeness, we apply the same experiment here on some of the 2.5D

views in our dataset 5.5. To do this, we compute all possible pairs of points on a view

and then compute all valid generalized 4-point bases formed by these pairs. In Figure

5.3, the number of valid bases that have a specific intersection distance is shown.

It can be seen that the number of bases decreases exponentially as the intersection

distance increases. This confirms that using generalized 4-point bases provides the

same advantage for online pairwise registration as did for offline registration.
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Figure 5.3: Inversely exponential relationship between the number of bases and the
intersection distance

5.3 Comparison

In this section we compare the two algorithms. Our algorithm was implemented using

C++ and compared with the implementation of Super 4PCS provided by the authors

[52]. We ran all experiments on a machine with a quad Intel Corei5-3330 CPU with

a speed of 3.00GHz and 8 gigabytes of RAM. The dataset that we used contains 10

models, where each model contains two overlapping 2.5D views.
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5.3.1 Comparing Search and Verification Times using Fixed Parameters

In our first experiment we ran both Super 4PCS and Super G4PCS to register two

views of seven different models. Both algorithms depend on the same three parame-

ters: The estimated overlap between the two frames, a parameter δ, and the number

of Q points sampled for registration. The parameter δ is used as the subsampling

resolution for both P and Q as well as the error tolerance in detecting point coinci-

dences. Points are considered coincident when they are within δ of each other. This

is used in detecting intersections between pairs as well as calculating the lowest com-

mon overlap measure. In this experiment, the parameter settings were the same for

both algorithms except for models Elmo and Head, in which the number of Q points

sampled for our algorithm was increased in order to achieve successful registration.

In Figure 5.4 we compare the total number of congruent bases by summing up the

number of congruent bases found in each RANSAC iteration. It can be seen that

the number of congruent bases in Super G4PCS is between one to three orders of

magnitude lower than in Super 4PCS. In the same figure we also show the effect that

this significant reduction in the number of congruent bases has on the verification

time of our algorithm. The speed up in verification time is very significant with up

to 35 seconds (115x) faster in case of the model Longhorn. The average speed up in

verification is 10 seconds (70x).

Due to having a single search structure, the 4D hash table, for all RANSAC

iterations, we also noticed an improvement in the congruent set extraction phase

of the algorithm as shown in Figure 5.4. The average speed up in congruent set

extraction was 2.2 seconds. We note that using both algorithms, the registration of

the Watering Can model was sub-optimal in the direction of slippage due to the fact
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that the model is not naturally constrained in that direction. This was an unavoidable

limitation as noted in [3].

5.3.2 Comparing Runtime using Optimized Parameters

In this experiment we compare the performance of the original Super 4PCS, Super

4PCS with fixed {d1, d2} (Super 4PCSF), and Super G4PCS which also uses fixed

{d1, d2} on all 10 models. Super 4PCS with fixed invariants was introduced in order

to check whether using fixed invariants improves Super 4PCS without using fixed

generalized bases. It is also to see if the improvement achieved by Super G4PCS is

invariant or purely due to using fixed invariants.

In the previous experiment we have shown improvements in time using a fixed

parameter set. We noted, however, that the algorithms’ runtimes and performance

is optimized under different parameter settings. In order to fairly compare the algo-

rithms we conducted our next experiment by optimizing the parameters respectively

for each algorithm. This was done by automatically varying the three parameter

settings within a defined range and running the algorithms under each automatically

generated setting. In this way we were comparing the most efficient version of each

algorithm under optimal parameter settings. The ranges and the discrete step used

in sampling these ranges are shown in Table 5.1 for all models. Due to the fact

that both algorithms follow the probabilistic RANSAC framework they must be sub-

jected to multiple trials in order to truly judge how effective they are. Therefore, we

measured the registration rate of each algorithm as the ratio of trials in which we

achieved successful registration to the total number of trials. A trial was considered

successful, if the error in the transformation produced when compared to the ground
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Model Parameter Range Step

Hippo
Estimated Overlap 50% - 50% 10%
δ (millimetres) 0.1 - 0.3 0.1
Number of Q points 100 - 400 100

Head
Estimated Overlap 50% - 50% 10%
δ (millimetres) 0.4 - 0.6 0.1
Number of Q points 200 - 400 100

All other models
Estimated Overlap 30% - 70% 10%
δ (millimetres) 0.1 - 0.5 0.1
Number of Q points 50 - 200 50

Table 5.1: Parameter ranges and sampling steps used for all models for the optimized
runs of the algorithms

truth transformation, was within a threshold. The rotational error threshold was 10◦,

and the translational error threshold was 10% of the model diameter. These error

thresholds are within the range where ICP refinement would succeed.

We ran each algorithm 50 times under each automatically generated parameter

setting, and we kept track of the registration rate and average runtime. Due to the

large number of trials, we limited each trial to a maximum of 20 seconds after the

algorithms initialized. We sort the run time of the algorithm for all trials that achieved

registration rate above 90%. We report the fastest runtime of this sorted list. We

chose to report only this time because this is when the algorithms are most reliable

and will give correct registration on most instances. The runtimes are reported in

Table 5.2 for 10 models with overlap percentages ranging from 30% to 40%.

In Table 5.2, it can be observed that Super G4PCS performs better than Super

4PCS and Super 4PCSF for most models. We also note that under the constraint

that the algorithm is allowed to run for 20 seconds after initialization, Super 4PCS,

and Super 4PCSF fail to achieve a recognition rate of 90% or higher for of the models

Elmo and Head. When Super G4PCS has the lowest runtime, it falls between 1.3 -
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6.5 times faster than Super 4PCS. We show visual results of registration using Super

G4PCS without ICP refinement in Figure 5.5. The overlap percentages reported

are comparable to those reported in [3], which showed positive results for up to

40% overlap, although in our case we go down to 30% overlap. In [52], successful

registration for overlaps of down to 5% are reported but we were not able to reproduce

these results using their implementation.

Model |N1| |N2| S4PCS S4PCSF SG4PCS Diff1 Diff2
Longhorn 60107 93805 3.76 1.07 0.58 3.24 0.49

Sailor 31510 38699 3.65 5.14 1.98 1.67 3.16
Elmo 82119 69594 > 20 > 20 3.76 > 16.24 > 16.24

Rabbit 27748 27500 0.53 0.28 0.49 -0.25 -0.5
Head 14950 15912 > 20 > 20 5.79 > 14.21 > 14.21
Hippo 30519 21935 1.35 5.29 0.98 0.36 4.31

Birdhouse 90522 86915 > 20 > 20 > 20 0 0
Trex 31695 34943 0.27 0.16 0.17 0.1 -0.01

Supersoaker 30859 22457 1.54 5.29 3.8 -2.26 1.49
Blackhorse 39765 59380 0.38 0.24 0.093 0.29 0.15

Table 5.2: Comparison of best runtime (in sec) achieved by Super 4PCS (S4PCS), Su-
per 4PCS with fixed pair widths (S4PCSF) and Super G4PCS (SG4PCS)
when the registration rate of the algorithms was 90% or higher. In all
cases the runtimes are reported without ICP refinement. The Diff1 col-
umn shows the difference in runtime between SG4PCS and S4PCS. The
Diff2 column shows the difference between SG4PCS and S4PCSF. A pos-
itive value indicates an improvement in runtime. The first two columns
indicate the number of points in the two frames being registered.

5.4 Evaluation: Registration with Noise

and Outliers

We also registered frames of the model Sailor under various conditions: Figure 5.6

shows the effectiveness of Super G4PCS under various levels of zero-mean Gaussian
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noise without ICP refinement. Figure 5.7 shows the registration results in the presence

of increasing levels of outliers without ICP refinement. As with Super 4PCS, Super

G4PCS deals effectively with increasing noise and outlier levels.

5.5 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter we presented our Super Generalized 4PCS technique for online regis-

tration. We have shown that the number of generalized 4-point bases for 2.5D views

also has an pseudo-inversely exponential relationship with the intersection distance.

Using this property, we combined generalized 4-point bases with Super 4PCS to get

a more efficient algorithm, Super Generalized 4PCS. We have also shown that fixing

the invariants d1 and d2 does not negatively impact the robustness of the algorithm.

Just like Super 4PCS, we have shown that Super Generalized 4PCS is effective in

registering point clouds that contain noise or outliers.

We start off by interpreting some of the results presented in the previous section.

In Figure 5.3, and exponential decrease in the number of 4-point bases is shown as

d3 is increased. Looking at equation 3.8, it may be that for most cutting directions,

none or very few pairs of cutting planes at distance d3 intersect the model. While

at the same time, there may be a large number of single planes cutting the model in

these directions. The models used in the experiments tend to have a long major axis

and usually significantly shorter minor axes. For example, the height of the Sailor

model is more than twice its length. Since the value of d3 in the implementation is

somewhere between 30 − 60% of the model diameter, it is highly likely that cutting

directions close to the non-major axes will result in very few or zero pairs of cutting

planes at separation d3. This could explain the exponential decrease in the number
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of bases as d3 is increased.

Figure 5.4 shows a significant improvement of Super G4PCS over Super 4PCS.

However the improvement is less significant in case of the results presented in Table

5.2 for most models. Using the same parameter settings, Super G4PCS produces less

congruent bases than Super 4PCS because the generalized bases are more descriptive

and therefore less frequently found on the surface of an object. However, this also

means that the chance of finding such generalized bases in the region of overlap is

lower compared to planar bases. Therefore, the generalized algorithm may have to

use more sample points from Q, shorter pairs (controlled by the estimated overlap

parameter), or larger error tolerance (controlled by δ parameter) to achieve the same

registration rate as the non-generalized version. A larger number of Q samples leads

to more pairs, leading to a more expensive pair extraction phase. Shorter pairs may

lead to more pairs as well. As shown in Figure 3.4 in the Chapter 3, the pair frequency

associated with a pair length peaks at a certain point, after which, the number of

pairs reduces as the pair length increases. Higher tolerance also leads to more pairs

and a larger number of congruent bases. Table 5.3 shows the settings of the three

parameters for both Super 4PCS and Super G4PCS for the results reported in Table

5.2. The results are only shown for the models in which both algorithms achieve

above 90% registration rate in under 20 seconds. When comparing Super 4PCS to

Super G4PCS, it can be seen that the estimated overlap for Super 4PCS is generally

higher, δ is generally lower, and the number of Q samples is equal or higher.
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Model Parameter Super 4PCS Super G4PCS

Longhorn
Estimated Overlap 65% 55%
δ (millimetres) 0.4 0.5
Number of Q points 100 100

Sailor
Estimated Overlap 60% 45%
δ (millimetres) 0.5 0.5
Number of Q points 100 150

Rabbit
Estimated Overlap 65% 60%
δ (millimetres) 0.4 0.5
Number of Q points 100 100

hippo
Estimated Overlap 70% 60%
δ (millimetres) 1 2
Number of Q points 300 300

Trex
Estimated Overlap 60% 60%
δ (millimetres) 0.4 0.4
Number of Q points 50 100

SuperSoaker
Estimated Overlap 60% 40%
δ (millimetres) 0.4 0.5
Number of Q points 150 200

Blackhorse
Estimated Overlap 60% 60%
δ (millimetres) 0.3 0.5
Number of Q points 50 50

Table 5.3: The optimized parameters settings for Super 4PCS and Super G4PCS for
the fastest runtime when the registration rate was above 90%
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Figure 5.4: Comparing Super 4PCS to Super G4PCS in terms of number of congruent
base counts, verification time, and search time. In all cases Super G4PCS
shows a significant improvement.
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Elmo Sailor Blackhorse Trex Rabbit

Figure 5.5: Successful Registration of various models, using Super G4PCS (without
ICP refinement), with an estimated overlap ranging from 30% to 60%

σ = 1 σ = 2 σ = 3

Figure 5.6: Successful Registration with zero-mean Gaussian noise without ICP re-
finement. One frame of the Sailor Model is registered with a second frame
with increasing levels of noise. One σ unit equals 1% of the bounding box
of the frame.
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10% 20% 40%

Figure 5.7: Successful Registration with outliers without ICP refinement. One frame
of the Sailor Model is registered with a second frame with increasing num-
ber of outliers. The number of outliers as a percentage of the number of
points of the second frame is shown on the corresponding images. Increas-
ing the number of outliers effectively reduces the overlap with respect to
the second frame.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis we show how the 4-point RANSAC method of Aiger et al. [3] can be

significantly sped up by generalizing the construction of the 4-point base method.

This generalization takes advantage of the fact that in 3D, the 4 points do not have

to lie on a plane. We show that for the generalized bases, the separation between the

two line segments making up the 4-point base can be used to increase the unique-

ness of the 4-point base leading to a lower number of correspondences and therefore

speeding up the algorithm. In our experiments we show that the generalized bases

can be used to lower the number of correspondences without adversely affecting the

performance of the algorithm. We show very significant improvements over 4PCS in

the case of offline registration and marginal improvement over Super 4PCS in the

case of online registration. Therefore, the generalized bases prove to be an effective

method of controlling the speed versus the robustness of the algorithm. Furthermore,

we present a novel RANSAC framework that allowed us to sample only 2-points to

generate a minimal subset of 3 points for 3D registration. The approach had several

advantages: The first being the reduction of the complexity of the congruent base

extraction procedure from O(n3) to O(n2) which is further reduced by an efficient
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pair extraction procedure [52]. The second, is that the approach required building

nearest-neighbour data structures only in the beginning of the RANSAC algorithm

instead of every RANSAC iteration as is the case in 4PCS and Super 4PCS. The

third, is that the approach takes into account the angle of intersection between the

two pairs when extracting congruent bases which leads to eliminating a large number

of the false correspondences that the original 4PCS suffers from. We also evaluate the

use of the distance transform data structure instead of the k-d tree and show that it

is more efficient to use in our algorithm because it only needs to be built once. Over-

all, the techniques that we present provide improvements in efficiency to raw point

registration techniques. In particular, the generalization of the 4-point sets methods

provide efficiency improvements without sacrificing the robustness of the algorithm.

6.1 Future Work

In the Super Generalized 4PCS implementation, the length of the skew intersecting

pairs, d1 and d2, was fixed ahead of time while the angle of intersection, α, the ratios

of intersection, r1 and r2, and the distance of separation between the pairs, d3 were

left as free variables. For future work the following modifications could be explored:

• Multiple d1, d2: It may be that different values of d1 and d2 work better than

others. It would be interesting to experiment with different values to see which

ones perform better empirically.

• Restricting d3 and α: As we have shown, the number of 4-point bases has

an pseudo-inversely proportional relationship with d3; namely, higher values of

d3 lead to decreasing the number of 4-point bases. Using this property, we can

experiment with restricting the d3 value to a range with large values, which
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would yield a smaller number of correspondences, leading to further speedup in

the algorithm. In addition, restricting α to a range with large values, possibly

near 90◦ may have a similar effect to using large value to d3.

With regards to the 2-point RANSAC framework, only a specific implementation

was evaluated. To further understand the robustness of this specific implementation,

further experiments using data corrupted with noise and outliers need to be carried

out. The implementation presented used two verifier points and those points had

to form a line segment that intersected the line segment formed by the first pair to

form a planar 4-point base. Other variations include using two points that overlap

and don’t intersect as in the generalized 4-point bases. Increasing or decreasing the

number of verifier points is another variation possibility. Another interesting idea

is to modify the method used to compute the third point given a 2-point base. In

our current approach, we propose using the closest point to the mid point of the two

points. Other distance based queries to compute the third point include the following:

• Using a kth-nearest neighbour query: One could compute the kth-closest neigh-

bour to the midpoint.

• Using a radius nearest neighbour query: One could compute the point that lies

at a specific distance to the midpoint.

Both of these approaches are likely to generate local reference frames that are more

robust to noise and outliers as the distance to the third point could be made larger;

this distance would no longer be upper bounded with half the distance between the

two points.
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